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AAUP Erases

Allen Announces
Plans For Center

USF Censure
At Convention

By PHIL RUNNELS
Fine Arts Editor

Plans for a multi-million
uXillar Florida Center for ·the
Arts at USF were announced
last Wednesday by Pres. John
S. Allen.
Pending approval 'of funds
by the 1969 Legislature, the
complex developers hope to
include:
v A 3,000 seat Performance
Hall for symphonic and op·
eratic performance.
v An Art Museum adjacent
to the auditorium with 20,000
square feet.
v A Central Shop to service
the needs of the Center.
v A Drama-Dance Theatre
that will ~ eat approximately
1.200 with rehearsal space to
house ·t heatre anq dance repertory companies.
v A Film Theatre seating
approximately 800.
v A Visiting Artist residence.
v A Visiting Artist studio
complex.
v Additional parking for
2,000 cars.
Immediate plans call for
The Alwin Nikolais DanceTheatre Program to be presented by The Florici'a Center
from June 10 through July 6.
Developed through the aid of
the Rockefeller Foundation, it
includes a three week work-

Nikolai Dancers --H~re This Summer
<

;

• :

fir-st-Rockefelle_r, ntoj<j..<l_t... ... ,

· See Editorial, Page 4
By MARIO GARCIA
Managing Editor

Mitch Ryder, The Rotary Connection and the Canter. bury Tales will be part of the attractions at Spring Spectacular, Thursday through Sunday.
Activities begin Thursday night with a free folk sing
in the Business Auditorium. The Runecasters and the
Twilight's Children, two groups from USF, will entertain.
A show of satire employing poetry, drama, improvisations, music, and comedy will be presented by The
Runecasters.
THE RUNECASTERS, a group consisting of Bill Alex-. ander, Hcilly Gwinn, Tim Phillips, Barry Simms, and Bill
Lupole, are " humorous, irreverant, arid don't like much
of anything," according to Alexanqer.
The group will explore the "true value of education at
,
.,. . USF;'' Alexander said.

-·rY•.;,.
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New Registration Plan
excluding the June 10 session
in the Gym, all--other summer
registrations will be decenRegistration for Quarter IV tralized. This means students
June 10 will be on a 'first- will have to go from departcome, first-served .basis, ex-_ ment to department to obtain
cept for seniors and graduate their course cards.
students. Appointment cards
STUDENTS MAY register
will not be used for Quarter for all sessions of Quarter IV
IV registration.
June 10 from 1 p.m. to 7:45
Another unusual feature of p.rn. The course schedules for
Quarter W registration is that, each term are listed separateBy LESLIE TAYLOR
Staff Writ.er

Musselwhite
Loses Again
For the second time the Student Association (SA) legis)a·
ture failed to approve the
nomination of Robert Musselwhite for the office of Chief
Justice of the Student Court of
Review.
In two separate roll call
votes, the legislature failed to
give Musselwhite ' the twothirds vote that is necessary

to approve a nomination ac·
cor~g to the SA constitution.
. In .the . !!econd crucial role
call vote, Senator Steve An·
derson led the opposition. Before casting his negative vote,
Anderson ·stated that although
he did feel that Musselwhite
was qualified for his post, he
felt that the reconsideration of
(See Musselwhite, page 7)

ly in the schedule enclosed in
today's Oracle.
Appointment cards will not
be used for Quarter IV, according to James Luc'lls, asbecause
sistant registrar,
many students will not be attending and some with early
appointment times. might be
pressured to give them to students who are attending.
Seniors and graduate students should go to the Records Office, Administration
272, starting May 27 and present their photo ID's to obtain
their packets.
JUNE 10, those with pack·
ets will be admitted to the
Gym firs t, then all others, on
a first - come, first . served ·
basis.
The Quarter IV 10-week session runs from June 10 to August 25. The 6-week session
runs from June 17'to July 26.
Students attending the 6-week
session or one of the three 3
week sessions may also tegister on June 17.
The Registrar's 0 f f i c e
would like everyone possible
(See Registration, page 7)

1SO· Maintenance Staff
Join AFL-CIO .Branch
By JOHN CALDERAZZO
Staff Writ.er

About half of some 300 state employed utility
and maintenance workers here have · now
joined the fledgling USF local, AFSCME, AFLCIO, according to Al LeTerillo, president. The
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees Local is expected to receive
a charter and number soon from the parent
AFL-CIO, he added. ·
P,.t an · organizational meeting' Sunday afternoon in Temple Terrace, Bill McQue, a Tallahassee AFL-CIO General representative, said
Florida's present labor laws (regarding nonacademic state employees) were " 30 years behind the times."
McQue told employees they should have }he
right for a say in state budget appropriation
meetings.
HE SAID _he was going to check into the
budget appropriations to make sure state employees received the full amount meted out to
them by the legislature, which he said was not
always the case in the past.
McQue made no promises, but sa id the Florida AFSCME is working toward collective bargaj,.ing rights for nor;wtcadernic employees of

the state's four major public universities USF, Universit;' of Florida, Florida State, and
Florida ' A&M. He noted eight states now have
such rights.
McQue said he was meeting with Board of
Regents Chanc,ellor Robert Mautz in Tallahassee Monday to ask for formal union recogni-,
tion , participation in grievance proceedings
and authorization of payroll deductions of
union dues. Results of the meeting were not
available at press time.
At the Sunday meeting McQue also told employees he was attempting to meet soon with
Paul Saad, legal counsel for USF in labor disputes, "to introduce newly elected USF Local
officers and to establish a harmonious relationship between the university and representatives of the union."
Tampa attorney Saad said that while the
state does not officially recognize such labor
unions . sta te ernployes as individuals are free
to join unions.
Saad referred to a Florida statute which
grants state employees the right to join a
labor union as long as that union does not assert the right to strike against the state. He
explained the.Florida AFSCME has so far con·
tirr.:lf.d to renounce that right to strike.

t
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The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) erased USF's
name from . its "black list" last week- ·
end· as a 6-year censure was lifted at
,

..,

(PLEASE ee Spring, page 2)

(PLEASE see Art, page 2)__
•

.,
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the organization's national convention
in Washington.
USF was placed on a censure list in
1961 after officials here refused to hire
. Dr. D. F. Fleming, a retired Vanderbilt
~ professor and critic of the Vietnam
War, as visiting lecturer.

Allen ,Issues
New Policy

Shortly before the USF delegation left for Washington Friday
to negotiate with AAUP officials concerning lifting of the 6year-old cens ure, Pres. John Allen published a re-statement of
'
USF procedures on tenure, dismissal and suspension.
The re-statement reads as follows : "Deci~ions on tenure and
notices of non-renewal - associate and assistant professor will
be considered· for tenure no later than December of their third
year at the University of South Florida. The three following
courses of action are p_Q;S~~ble'_:at . that til!I!!~ , ~n<l.e.ach . taculty
member in question will b~ informed of the course taken.
"He may be nominated to the Board of Regents for tenure,
to be effective at the conclusion of the academic year.
"HE MAY BE issued a year's notice of non-reappointment
at the conclusion of the current academic year if the current
year is his third at the University of South Florida and if he has
had three or more years '<>f service to the profession elsewhere.
"He may be informed that the decision on tenure is post. . paned for a year if such postponement does not extend his employment beyond the period of probationary employment allowed
under Board of Regents policy.
"An instructor who, at the completion of his second year at
- ' the University of South Florida, is promoted to assistant professor, is eligible for tenure at the end of the third year of employment at the University of South Florida. The three courses of action listed previously are possible at that time.
"INSTRUCTORS who are not advanced to a rank at which
deliberations on tenture are accorded on a timely basis will be
issued notice of non-reappointment .a year prior to the date of
completion of the probationary period allowed under Board of
Regents policy·. "

The censure came after the
invitation to Dr. Fleming was
withdra wn by the University.
FOR THE period the censure was in existence, efforts
were made by members of
the ·campus AAUP chapter to
have it lifted. National AAUP
representatives visited the
campus two weeks ago to prepare a report on the atmosphere of academic freedom
· here.
· Dr. Roger Nichols, acting
president of -the AAUP chapter here, attributes the successful outcome to two main
factors:
"First," he said, "Dr.
Fleming was reinstated to his
position.
"SECOND; p;~id~~t Alle-~
showed good faith in dealing
with representatives of the
AAUP in regard to practices
according · to the Florida
Board of Regents manual."
Dr. Charles W. Arnade , professor of American Idea and
immediate past president of
the campus AAUP chapter,
was a major force behind the
lifting of the censure, Dr,
Nichols said.
Dr. Hans Juergensen, member of the Executive Commit·
tee, appeared before a committee on academic freedom
and tenure at the Washington
convention while Nichols ne(PLEASE see AAUP, page 7)

Series . Begins · Next Week
Of USF's 12,500 students, trying to point up significant
only 2 per cent are Negroes. actions being taken, or which
Why?
should be taken to attract and
Many factors are involved. keep the Negro student in"this
And there are more questions University.
and opinions than answers.
THE filGH SCHOOL
NEXT WEEK, The Oracle
The first article investigates
begins a four-part series to the jump-off point to higher
look in on this complex prob- learning Tampa's high
lem. For weeks, Staff Report- schools. Jimenez visits four
er Torn.- Jimenez has been local schools, all with differtalking to students and gov- ent ratios of Negro to white
ernment and education offi- students. He compares the ofcials who · are concerned with ferings of these schools to pregreater Negro student partici· _pare students for admission to
pation in higher education.
a state university. TeacherAgainst the backdrop of na· student ratios, texts , equiptional racial' tensions and the ment and physical plants are
glibly repeated "education is described.
the only answer;" The Oracle
THE COMMUNITY
This article deals with what
series probes informed authorities on and . off-campus, is being done for the Negro in

NEGRO EDUCATION:

the Tampa Bay area. Interviews . with Robert Gilder,
Tampa NAACP president, and
with Donald Taylor, formerly
with the Tampa Economic
Opportunity Council and now

Choice '68
" •.• the way I see this
election . • " says
Steve Nog9-itt to Kenneth c a h i 11, who
doesn't seem to share
the s a m e opinion.
Dave P e t t i g r e w,
Choice '68 chairman,
/ starts the voting day.
Almost 4,000 students
voted in the election
held April 24. Results
will be in Time Magazine on May 6.

with the Model Cities Program, examine the poverty
program and its impact on educational opportunity.
THE UNIVERSITY
What is USF doing (or
should be doing) to bripg
Negro students to :the campus? The thrust here is to examine · what our College of
Education is doing to train
teachers to prepare stud en ts
for admission.
A look into admission standards is included to see what
hurdles face the prospective
Negro student who suffers
from what educators call "a
cultural lag." And if he gets
in, what problems does he face
in staying in?

Also measured for progress
is the University's role in
relation to federal and local
programs, such as Upward
Bound and The High School
Equivalency Program.
FACULTY AND STUDENT
The last installment samples faculty and student opinion of what USF's record has
been and should be in deepening the quality and quantity of
Negro participation in higher
education. Jimenez f in d s
some general agreements but
also uncovers some challeng·
ing and different ideas.
Look for next week's first
article - The High School in The Oracle's probing series
on Negro education.
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Student Bill Of Rights . Barnett's Major Move
three small ones.
"The University of Florida has a higher degree of
recognized authority in these areas," added Barnett.
"Because of tradition and the development of the system at Gainesville, the administration grants more
authority to the student government."
Barnett does not see any indication that USF will
develop this sort of attitude toward student government soon.

By ART FINK

Staff Writer

The' first 100 days of Student Association (SA)
Pres. Sc;ott Barnett's administration were an attempt
to insure the rights o~ due process to the students and
to secure student government control of student activity funds.
The two major projects of Barnett's administration are the Student Bill of Rights and the proposed
revisions tO the Board of Regents Operating Manual.
The proposed revisions of the operating manual
W(?re written by the Florida Council of Student Body
Presidents. The SA legislature will vote on the revisions Thursday.
Barnett said if the revisions are accepted by the
Board of Regents, "It is going to drastically change
the attitude towards student government and .student
rights."
The most significant thing about the revision--is
that it would place all the student activity fees in the
hands of the student government.
Barnett explained that the money for all student
activities would then be allocated by the students, either by an executive committee or the SA legislature.
"IN THIS manner, stulient activities will be more

responsive to student desires and student needs,"
Barnett said.
_ The fate of the Student Bill of Rights is in the
hands of the Student Affairs Committee. The Committee can adopt all or part of the bill.
"The Student Affairs Committee cannot be predicted," Barnett said. "If they emasculate the Student Bill of Rights, it will depend on the SA legisla'
ture to reinstate it."
BAR.NETT SAID the revisions to the Board of Regents Operating Manual would be more important

than the Student Bill of Rights in the long run.
Barnett said the current committees Bre just recommending committees. Under the current system,
any recommendation can be changed by the.Executive
Committee of the University.
"Although the record is pretty good, it was hard
to get major . funding for Spring Spectacular and
Homecoming," he said.
ORIGINALLY, $15,000 was allocated from student
activity fees. Then that was sliced to $9,000. The SA
decided to have· two larger weekends rather than

THE ADMINISTRATION of Scott Barnett is not
only preoccupied with two major questions facing the
SA at USF. Barnett assigned cabinet members to investigate the development of an ombudsman program.
Barnett is planning to investigate the food committee 's report on the compulsory food plan on campus. The food committee is trying to improve the
quality of the food.
"I am waiting to see if the new food committee
brings about a signifcent change," said Barnett. "If
there is no change, the SA may sponsor a referendum
to see if students would be willing to spend more
money for better food."

Fee Levies Studied
By SA Legislature
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Staff Wrirer

The student Association legislature set up a committee to
study inconsistent fees levied
on USF students.
The Special Services Committee was changed to the
Special Events Committee.
Another bill, granting the SA
power to award two $250 service a wards for each of the
first three quarters of every
academic year, summed up
the action of the SA legislature in last Thursday 's meeting.
The new committee will

Students Picket Antinori's Speech

study the feasi bility ·of lowering the fines charged for
bad checks, traffic fees, and
lost linen charges as well as
any other fines that seem in~
consistent.
PRESENTLY A student is
charged $5 for w r i t i n g
a bad check. The cashier's
office stated they had to hire
a full-time bookkeeper to handle the checks. That is the
reason for the increase in
cost.
The committee will also investigate the increase for lost
dormitory linen. The Office of
Food and Housing announced
that any student losing a pi!-

Antinori Reception Mixed
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art galleries in the state.
The material was acquired
with the aid of funds from
The National Endowment for
the Arts, the Florida Development Commission and individual donors.
Land has been allocated on
campus for the Center and an
in-ci:epth study is being conducted to determine the exact
needs for facilities for the
various arts as they relate to
the functions of the University
and the Center.

Students Don't
Like F·ood?

Responses to a question- proximately 20 per cent. Some
QUESTION: Wh~ are there bars in front of the
naire distributed in Argos legislators maintained that
Security window on the third floor · of the complex indicates an over- the response was not large
.
University Center (CTR)?
\Vhelming dissatisfaction with enough to be significant.
ANSWER: Security says this is a measure to the food served in the cafeteSenator Woodward, howevmake the working conditions better by keeping people ria, Student Sen. Michael er, felt that this response was
an adequate starting point for
from reaching through the window.
Woodward said.
a c ti o n. Woodward
further
prepared
questionnaire
a
In
QUESTION: Why are the sprinklers set so that
and Rick stated that next time, the SA
Woodward
Sen.
by
they reach the cars parked in front of the CIR? On two Duran, legislative assistant to could expect more cooperaoccasions, my car was sprinkled with what appeared Student Association (SA) tion.
to be a combination of sulphur and water.
"Mr. Duran and myself
Pres. Scott Barnett, 1,214 peoANSWER: The Physical Plant is not holding a ple were asked their opinion feel," concluded Woodward,
vendetta akainst any individual. The sprinklers are of the food services. Of those "that the response to the
set near the curb so that the grass on the edge can. get responding, over 89 per cent questionnaires, although not
large definitely indicates an
disliked the food.
sprinkled too.
The results of the poll were overwhelm ing dissatisfaction
QUESTION: What is the ratio of males to females submitted to the SA legisla- with the food ."
at USF, Univel'sity of Florida (UF) and Florida State ture last Thursday. The legis"We feel that the duty and
(FSU)?
lature questioned Woodward obligation for improving the
ANS\'VER: USF has a 55 percent male to 45 per- . about the poll, observing cer- present food situation lies
within the sphere of the Stu- .
cent female ratio, UF. has a 65 percent male to 35 tain irregularities;
Out of the 1,214 question- dent Legislature speaking out
percent female ratio, and FSU has a 58 percent male
naires distributed, only 252 fo r the need of student acto 42 percent female ratio.
people responded - or ap- tion," Woodward said.
QUESTION: What are those ugly telephone poles
doing in front of the Fine Arts and Humanities Building?
ANSWER: The poles have been installed temporarily to carry more electrical voltage into the new
Science Center.
QUESTION: Are students in the College of Education
required to take the National Teachers Examination
seph John D'Esposito have been
(Continued from Page 1)
(NTE)? I understand the State dropped the NTE
affiliated with the Theatre Dea long time ago. Is it USF that requires it or the
Twilights Chil?ren will per- partment, and have won acting
State?
and singing awards.
form Thursday mght.
ANSWER: It is a University policy that in order to
.
The group has been together
graduate a student must take either the NTE or the since November and has won STONER AND D'Esposito also
Graduate Record Examination (GRE). For students the "First Place Amateur compose. "Curiosity's Child,"
in the College of Education, this is part of the EDU Group" Award at the 1967 South written by Stoner, will be ineluded in the set for Spring
Florida Folk Sing.
499 sequence.
Spectacular.
QUESTION: Why was the Florida Free Press banned
JOHN ENGLISH, head of the
group, won "First Place Profes- Friday night; Mitch Ryder
from USF?
Solo" at the same contest will be in concert.
sional
ANSWER: Herbert J. Wunderlich, vice-president for
two original songs, Walt Jones publicity chairsinging
for
'Student Affairs , said that all such publications are
Family.'', ,and "In man, said, ,;Mitch is soul; his
Royal
"The
sold through the bookstore.
sound, his whole show is for the
" .
the Jungle of My Mmd.
QuESTION: Last week, Security, decided to crack
Engllsh also ;~on the . First turned-on generation, not just
do~ on illegal parking behind the golf-tennis 1>helter. Plac.e Folk~R.ock Award m the the teeny-boppers but for the
Most of the students have been parking there all Quar- Florida Ongmal Folk Compo~- co!leae student the aware
'
ter and Security has cruised by the cars every day ers Festiyal, judged by Enc adult"
Schmitt.
Von
without so much as a word. Granted, we were parked
in unauthorized area, but it wa~ an area that has been The group will sing o~iginal Friday night, after the conused for years by people using the shelter and sur- songs by English and his al r· cert, the University Program
rounding area. At the very least, in the interest of rangements of other popu ar Council is sponsoring a street
dance on the west side of the
civil relations between the students and Security, they songs.
Center. The band
University
writes
English
SONGS
THE
could have told the golf and tennis classes then in sesdeal with universal themes that will be the Virgin Bagel.
sion to move the cars and future violations would be are of special interest to the
.
ticketed.
"Don't SATURDAY after~oon, Argos
younger generation.
Al'1SWER: According to the Security Office, students Freak On Me When I'm Feeling and Andros cafete1 1as will be
were knowingly parking in an unauthorized area and Good" has become popular with c1losed for a poo~side buffe t at
many p:o!ople because of its tie Argos pool at v p.m.
therefore needed no warning to be t icketed.
Saturday night is a concert
air.
QUESTION: Why doesn't Morrison's have commuter cheerful, yet thoughtful
Ellie Methvin, the only female dance featuring the Rotary
special at Andros Cafeteria?
singer in the group , has won Connection and the Canterbury
ANSWER: According to William Hurnt, Morrison's many singing awards. She sings Tales. The Rotary Connection is
representative, only the University Center is designat- for enjoyment as well as for the known for its sound of Boston
ed as a commuter cafeteria and, therefore, is the only profession al aspect.
Soul. It has been on tour to colRobert Pr.eston Stoner and Jo- lege campus for nine mooths.
one used for such purpose.

Spring Spectacular

Antinori Answers Students' Questions
marijuana controversy.
"11y only objection to the
discussion of marijuana at
USF is that it involved a professor in a state-appropriated

university in a discussion that
could be interpreted as advocating or encouraging the use
of 'pot'," Antinori said after
his speech.

Art Center Announced
(Continued from Page 1)

SA vice pres. F r a n k
Winkles announced, "Student
Senator Marco Pardi, who resigned April 23 in protest
of the SA 's endorsement of
the $200,000 suit filed against
USF by Harold Ray Hooks,
would not be able to serve as
senator anyway as he dropped
six hours below a full-time
student."
Robert Stevenson, assistant
professor of Amerjcan Idea,
was elected facul ty advisor of
the SA.
Student Senator Chuck Temprin has been elected president protempore.

***

·. "WE

DO. NOT ". HESITATE
t,0 ask . l8,ye5ri1lds to bear
_
.. . .· ~ . _. .
~.'/!- p;igk~~h ·~~r.oo~· anq ill-ms for their· GOUnfry, They
~e(l .. :··~entiments ·· -greeted ·. are subject to ·adult ·laws and
C\ingressional: .. hopeful · Paul , punishments, · and · must pay
A]ltinori when he spoke at . state, Federal, and income
truees just as aliy adult mus t.
USF .last Wednesday.
They ,have all the responsibili~;i\l'ltinori chuckled at protest
and should . have some of·
ties
signs displaying such slogans
as "Pot not Paul, " ~'USF the privileges gf adults."
" I also propose that we give
i!:;. Antinori's · &teppjngst,ane,"
status to those
draft-exempt
"Ai;ifillod grows his own,"
"Aiitinori may : have a shcirf engaged in or planllihg to
memory, but · we . don't;" and1 enter police work, for in a ·
sense they are 1n· service to
"We bate AntinQri."
their country," Alitinliri ·said . .
Concerning educatibn pro.AS· the candi!}ate stepped to
th~· iedi.erp.·, however, ~pplause grams, Alitinori said that th~
began, ·causing him to remark! . present system "crie~ for a
. "Nciw· lt rri really confused!;' . change." He advocated ·partnership between the ·Federal
DR A,F T DEFERMENT, _ and state governments. The '
lowering of the voting age, de- state should maintain control
creasing the rate of crime, of schooling and set the guide,
and the Federal role in educa- lines for educational protion werf among the topics of grams and the government
should render financial assistAntinori's address.
.ance.
"There is presently a movement afoot to abolish all draft
FOLLOWING ms SPEECH,
defermen!. I am against . that Antinori entertained questions
movement," Antinori said. "I from the auaience.
believe in the preferential
When asked his opinion of
treatment of those involved in the Open Housing Bill, Antinograduate programs, because ri said, "I think it is the most
the future of our country de- offensive piece of legislature
pends on their knowledge and that has ev~r been foisted
leadership."
upon the American public."
Antinori favored the lowThe subject of the recent
ering of the voting age to 18. discussion of marijuana on
"I feel that today's youth is campus was raised. Referring
more knowledgable regarding to the focus debate "Why Not
current affairs than yester- Pot," Antinori attempted to
clarify his position on the
day's youth."

low case will be charged 75
cents, a sheet $1.50, a towel 75
cents and S5 for a bed pad.
The Special Services Com·
mittee was changed to the
Special Events Committee in
the form of a bili which also
eliminated the Special Monies
·committee now considered
!}efunct.
THE AWARDS will be given
to elected officers of the SA or
any other student who has
worked in student government, and will be given prior
to the quarter that the student
will serve. The awards shall
be divided so that no studen t
will receive less than $125.

plans to retire in the spring. A
successor has not been chosen, Pres. Allen said.
Dr. Beecher said he had
hopes that the ·Center would
become the cultural complex
for Tampa and the surrounding area. He suggested that

shop for up to 70 special students selected from the Southeast, and the presentation of
new choreography to be creat·
ed and premie~ here.
A GRAPIDCS Workshop
program will be established.
It will bring 10·artists to campus during the 1968-69 academic year, and was founded
by the National Endowment
for the Arts. The artists will
See commentary, Page 4
create works on campus
Martha Peterson, president
which will become a part of
Barnard College, will speak
of
and
ESTABLISHED extra-curUSF's teaching collection
be made available to other ricular programs in the on the consequences of ~exual
universities, colleges and arts arts at USF , including the gal- equality for women on Friorganizations in Florida.
lery program, artist series, . day, May 10 at 2 p.m.
An on-going project to be · lecture-series and film series,
The talk will be the highexpanded by the Center is the are now coordinated in tile Hght of her two-day visit here
"Art Bank," which will $OOn Florida Center for the Arts. which is being sponsored by
contain 16 traveling art exhi- These programs will serve as WHAT (Women Here and
. bitions; ·Originally presented the nucleus .for the develop- There).
on campus, these exhibitions ment of the Center's funcShe will talk on commuterare available to junior col- tions.
resident problems at 3 p.m.
leges, public and private
Dr. A. A. Beecher. is the di- on May 10.
schools, other universities and rector :of the Center, but he
Alpha Delta Pi, Kappa

the Florida Gulf Coast Symphony, which . will be presenting two concerts in Tampa
and one in St. Petersburg next
season, may want to add a
third concert to its Tampa
bill and perform it at the new
auditorium at USF.

Sex · Rights Talk May 10
Delta and Tri Chi sororities
will honor Dr. Peterson at a
reception at 4 p.m. on May 10.
That evening she will attend a
dinner with women residence
hall staff members.
This ci:inner is open to anyone else interested. Those
without food cards must make
reservations with Jeanine
Hackett, ext. 2278.
Dr. Peterson's visit will be
concluded on May 11 at a
Fantasy Breakfas t with the
theme "University of the Future."

To Highlight Ryder

• •

Life In Taiwan
Francis Chen, a -foreign exchange student from the Republic of China, discusses
life in Taiwan during a tea
sponsored by the World Affairs Club April 23. Uengseesawat .James, Sombat T.
Prasert -(bOth from Thailand),
Chadboame,
Warren ·Felkel, and Karen
Frick question Chen - about
schooling,
entertainment,
government activities, and
young people in Taiwan.

Cecilea -

• •
WITH CONTRACTS

Zeta Residents ·Angry
AFTER THE meeting, resi- " the hall is behind us," Cline
dent
assistants from Eta 1 said.
StaH Writer
Zeta wants more frequent
The men in Zeta Residence and Iota 3, along with mem·
Hall are dissatisfied with the bers of the hall government of open houses with less red
provisions of their housing - Zeta Hall, drew up a series of tape, drinking in the dorms
contracts, according to Lex resolutions which will be for those over 21 years and
brought up at the next meet· more "liberality" in the lrous·
Cline, 3CBS, hall president.
The dissatisfaction began ing of the Andros Complex. A ing policy, Cline said.
CLINE CALLED for student
when· the resident assistant meeting has not been called
support of this resolution, -" in
began weekly inspections of yet.
·
The movement was started voice if nothing else."
the dormitory spaces. About
The rub in the housing contwo weeks-ago, Zeta residents for this resolution to be presented from the first floor res- tract is in four regulations
had a meeting.
Zeta cur:rently has hall in- idents. The hall has not voted · stipulated in the <:ontract.
spections about once a week. on this resolution yet, but They are:
By TOM JIMENEZ

Revised Bill Of Rights
Before Affairs Group
The phrase "University regulations" was taken out of a
revised version of the Bill of
Students Rights at a Student
Affairs Committee meeting
last Wednesday against the
wishes of Herbert J. Wunder·
Iich, vice president of Student
Affairs.
In. other action, the Committee officially recognized a new
campus political party, Your
Opinion Unoppressed (YOU),
listing Bernard Abbott, American Idea instructor, sponsor,
and Jeff Walker, 2CBS, presi·
dent, and granted permission
to the World Affairs Council
for a retreat the weekend before finals.

The meeting centered on
the bill's preamble and Article I, leaving the bulk of the
bill still in need of a final discussion before any final vote
could be taken. A special
meeting was set Tuesday
night in an effort to complete
the bill for submission to the
Student Association legislature,
One of the main points
under discussion last Wednesday was a phrase that the
committee had previously
added to the preamble. The
original read, "We recognize
that no claim of rights · or

privileges is formally valid
when that claim conflicts with
regulations, restrictions and
limitations imposed by federal
and state statute .•."
The committee version of
the bill added the phrase "and
University regulations."
Committee members Mike
Savidge, 3 POL, and Dave
Shobe, 3 POL, objected to the
addition, saying the addition
would cripple the rest of the
bill. Shobe said the original
idea of the bill was to insure
."protection of unjust extension of University regulations."

~

Entry into rooms.
~ Changes of rate and occupancy.
~ Change or cancellation of
room assignment without consent of the floor.
~ The levying and collection of charges without 1:he
consent of the floor.
Cline said, "It does not
seem right for such a vague
and ambiguous contract to be
used to manipulate the residents of the halls in an almost
totalitarian manner."
He added, "Fortunately, it
is not to our knowledge that
the University exercises all
these privileges at our expense." If this were so, he
said, "we might as well be in
a military situation."
CLINE SAID, "We cannot
rely on a commuter dominated Student Association that
has proven it cannot cope
with the authority of the University." He said commuters
outnumber the residents three
to one.
Cline said the University
considers students responsible
adults in its "Accent On
Learning," yet the University
contradicts itself by asserting
"social and moral guidance
over students. " Cline added,
"If students are adults in the
eyes of the Univer:sity, they
would be able to exercise autonomous, democratic self.
government."

ffiERlE noRmAn
Cosmetic Studio

of

- Home the
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY
NORJHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MAi.L
8913 FLORIDA.AVENUE
Phone 932·2232
Bul le tin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to : "Director. Campus Pu bli·
CTR 223" no later than
Wednesday noon for inclusion the fol·
lowing Wednesday.

· ca tion s,

Send news items direct to "Editor,

The 'Ora cle, CTiR 222," ext. 619.

Offical Notices
Graduate

Record

Area

Exam,

re-

quired of a II :Libera I Arts and Basic
Studies graduates, has . been scheduled
for Quarter 111 today at 6: 30 p.m. and
Saturday at 8:30 a .m. in the Physics
Auditorium and adjoining classrooms.
Withdrawal: Friday, May 10, is last
day to withdraw from Quarter 111 w ithout penalty. Withdrawal after th is date
will result in an automatic "F" grade
for each course carried.
Admission: Wednesday, May 15, is
the last day to apply for admission or
readm ission for Quarter IV-10 week ,
6-week , or 3-week term A
Lasl day 0( ciasses for Quarter 111 is
Thur sday, May 30.
Final Exams :
Friday, Mav 31,
through Wednesday, June 5.
Commencement: Sunday, June 9, Cu rtis Hixon Center.
Registration for summer quarter will
be Monday, June 10. Refer to Course
Schedule for details. Students are encouraged to register at this t ime for
Quarter IV-10 weeks, 6-weeks, and
3-weeks, term s A, B, and C.
Classes begin Tuesday, June 11, for
summer 10-week session.
Friday, June 14, is last d•y to apply
for admission or readmiss ion for Quar..
te r IV 3-week terms B and C.
Monday, June 17 : Registration on a
decentralized basis for Quarter JV
6-week and 3-week Term A. See Course
Schedule for registration deta i ls.
· Course Schedule : Addit ion&! ccpies
are available at ,the Off ice of the Registrar.

Campus Datebook

Time and room numbers <>f campus
organizations meeting regul arly are
posted on the bullet in board at the· University Center lobby desk.
TODAY
Sam Gibbons, 2 p.m ., CT'R 24!!.

Reader's Coffee House, 2 p.m., ENA

105.

Accounting Organization, 2
·Pm ., BUS 107.
·Economics Tutoring, 2 p.m ., BUS 318
Catholic Student Parish, 5 p.m., RAN
ll OA.
_
Foreign Polley and the Elections, 7
p.m., CTR 148.
Young Republicans, 7 p.m., CTR
252E .
Civil War Round Table, 8:30 p.m.,
CTR 205.
History Club, 2 p.m .. BUS 217.
THURSDAY
Florida Institute of CPA's, EDP Com·
mittee, 8:30 a m , CTR 202, 255·6;
luncheon, noon CT'R 252E , W.
Adult Degree Luncheon, noon, CT R
251.
WHAT, 5 p.m .. RAN ll4A.
W. c. Fields - "Neve r Give a Sucker an Even Break," 7 p.m ., ENA .
Speed Reading, 7 · p.m., ADM 121,
CHE 102.
S,,.-ing Spedacular, 7 p.m ., BSA .
Piano in Pre-School, 7 p.m .. FAH 225.
Student Recital, 8:30 p.m ., FAH 101. FRIDAY
Florida Institute of CPA's, EDP Com·
mittee, 8:30 a.m. , CTR 202, 255-6;
luncheon, noon, CTR 252E, W.
students for McCarthy, 2 p.m .. CTR

Senior

200.
Movie, "Flight Of the Phoen ix," 7:30
p .m .. FAH 101.
Russian Concert, 8 p.m., CTlR 248.
Mitch Rider Concert, 8 p.m , CTR
248
'
Street Dance, 10 :30 p.m ., CTR W Pit.
SATURDAY
NDEA Institute for Disadvantaged, 8
a.m .. EDU ROOMS.
CPA's, EDP Committee, 8 :30 a.m.,
CTR 202 , 255-6.
College Entrance Exam Board 8:30
a .m .. BSA & BUS 106-115.
Industrial Nurses, 8 :30 a .m .. CTR 200.
Pansy Breakfast, 10:30 a.m. , CTR 252
E&W.
Movie "Flight of the Phoenix,''
7:30 p m ., FP;H 101.
SUNDAY
Industrial Nurses, 8 a.m .. CTR 200.
Treasures of the Earth, 2:30 p.m.,
Planetarium.

Starting the day
without reading·
The St. Petersburg Times
is like eating
an egg without salt.
Flat.

College~

Senior
Plan

S
1

Johnny R. Adcock Jack F. Newkfrk
Adcock-Moore Agency

Suite 206
Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Florida 33609

Little Sisters of Minerva, 6:30
BUS -216.
Movie " Flight of the Phoenix,"
7:30 p.m., FAH 101.
Leonard Baskin Prints, all day, CTR
108.
Fundamentals 6f Supervision, 8 :30
a m •• CTR 200.
·spring Fash ion Show, 2 p.m., CT•R
2~8 .

Charm Course, 2 p.m ., CTR ~52
E&W.
USF Couples' Bridge, 7 p.m., CTR
255.
USF Women's Club Drama Meeting, 7
p.m., CTR 200.
TUESDAY
Leonard Baskin Prints, all day, CTR
108.
Fundamentals of Supervision, 8:30
a.m .• CTR 200.
Continuing Education Lunch, 11 :30
a.m ., Cl1R 255
Dean's Luncheon, noon, CTR 256.
Symposium - Dr. Burke, 7; 30 p.m .,
RA N 109.
Student Rec ital, 8 p.m., FAH 101.

Placement Services

Tradition g9es cool

Or ganization s li sted below will interv iew on campus. Chec k with Placement, ADM 280, ext. 2881, for interview
locations and to schedule appointments.

EDUCATION PLACEMENT
Monday, .May & - Los Angeles City
School Districts Calif.: elementary and
secondary education .
Thursday, May 9 - Monroe County
Board of Public lnslruction : elementary
and secondary education . Hendry County Schools: elementary and secondary
education. Volusia Countv Schoo ls: sec..
onda r y and elementary educa tion _
BUSINESS PLACEMENT
Tuesday, May 7 Jordan-Marsh
Stores: merchandising, pE! r s, sales;
mgt, bus adm, econ , mktg. Ring, Mahony & Arner: accts; acctg. Mar ine
Bank & Trust Compa.ny: mgt trainees;
bus adm . Found ers Life Ass urance
Company: sales, mgt; all fields.
Friday, May 10 - J. c. Penney Co:
merchandisi ng; bus, lib arts
CO-OP EDUCATION
TODAY
Co-Op Information Session, 2 p.m·.
ENG 3.
Class Schedules and Worksheets for
Qua rter IV mailed to . all Co-Ops on
Training Period. Students should receive material in their mail not later
1han Saturday, May 4.
THURSDAY
co-op students on campus going on
Training Period, Quarter IV, pick up
Work sheets in ENG 37 between 9 a.m .
and 4 p.m.
FRIDAY
Naval Ship Research & Development
Center will conduct Co-Op trainee inter·
vie ws between 9 a.m. and 1:30 p m.
Schedule appointment in ENG 37.
Phone ext . 171 for furtlier Information.
TUESDAY
co-Ops on campus, going on Training
Peri<>d Quarter IV, re tur n Worksheet
not later than 4:30 p.m . Late fee
charged if deadline not met
WEDNESDAY, MAY 10
Co-Op Information Session, 2 p.m.,
ENG 3.

•

1n our new

Haspel Suits
It takes a lot of suit to play in the same league as Hickey-Freeman,
Hart Schaffner & Marx and Mark 700. For such a suit has to give you
top performance per dollar invested and weather the season like_a
pro. And now . • . Haspel joins ~:mr starting line-up.

Haspel suits are natives of New Orleans ••• where a man almost
needs an aqua-lung to survive the summer heat and humidity. The
climate is downright brutal on clothes. That's why Haspel must rise
to the challenge with such built-in traits as perpetual neatness • • •
and an uncanny ability to resist wrinkles and puckering.
Add to this such qualities as cool lightness and fine tailoring. . . and
you've got yourself a winner. In either smooth natural-tone poplin
. • . or smart cavalry twill of toast, putty or martini olive. Come in and
let our custom-fitting complete the picture to perfection.

Continuing Education

Season your day with up-to-the-minute
news, lively features, provocative editorials and columnists.
-And Andy Capp.
You can have The St. Petersburg
Times delive red to your home in
the Tampa area before breakfast
every morning. Phone 229-2300 for
guaranteed home delivery. Only
65c a week, dail y and Sunday.

Teh 877-8391

l%it Petersburg Wimes
R OIJD4'S RST NEWSP.t1fl

Non-credit educat ional programs to beoffered by the ·Center for Continuing
Educat ion at the Univers ily of Sou1h
Flo r ida dur ing May.
May l · .4 - 9th Annual Conference on
Planning & Zoning, Tampa. Contact
Per son : (M. Kobasky.)
May 2-4 F lorida Institute CPA's
Electronic Processing, Tampa Campus,
(M. Kobasky).
May 4-5 3rd Annual Industrial
Nurses Short Course, Tampa Campus,
!E Ha ll).
May 5 - Alpha Eps ilon Phi Planning
Day, Chin segut Hill , ( L. Romig ).

May 6-10 -

-5000
.

Haspel Poplin,.

Haspel Twill,

5-zso

Fundamentals of Supervi-

sion, Tampa Campus, ( 0. Fellows).
Ma y 9 - Program Planning in M U·
ni cipal Govern ment, Tampa, CM. Kobas ky ).
Ma y 17, 18 - Sight and Sound 196.!I,
Tampa Cam pus, ( 0 . Fel 1owsl.
May 17, 18, 19 - Sensitivity Tra ining
Conferen ce, Ch in seg ut Hil l, {L . Romig) .
May 20-24 - Adm. M gt. in Community Health Agenci es, St. Peter sburg , CM.
Kobasky ).
May 23, 24 New Approach es lo
Taxa tion & Accounting, Tampa, (H.
Schi er )
CLASSES
May and Jun e - Pre-College Plano
Exam inations, Tampa Campus, (Contact Person: E. Ha lt).

One of America's Fine Stores Since 1898

Franklin at Zack, Downtown - TAMPA - West Shore Plaza

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

0~CLE

Is Shacking Up A No-No?

By LESLIE TAYWR
Student Commentary
Barnard College · President Martha
Peterson will meet with various student
·groups May 10 and ll _and it is a safe bet
to assume that she will be asked about
EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY
the university's place in regulating stu·
4-May 1, 1968, U. of South Florida
dent life.
All colleges and universities today are
being confronted with problems of regulating student life. And the "right" to
regulate non-academic student life is
being questioned.
ONE OF THE most delicate areas of
••• Barnard President
regulation is that of housing. The recent
Asked about a statement he from the whole community. With- incident at Barnard College, where Miss
Paul Antinori came and talked.
Peterson is president, involving a Bar- whose violation of university standards
Students - 400 strong - came and made on wu:s Radio's Open Mike out the right of free discussion,
Program, Antinori pulled the old universities would become an in- nard College coed who was found living comes to its attention.
saw and questioned and Antinori
She said that the deans give the stupolitician's "I don't honestly rewith her boyfriend, a Columbia Universistrument of the state.
listened.
dent
an opportunity to bring his behavior
ty
junior,
points
up
the
many
aspects
of
member." The students then nailed
Perhaps
if
the
philosophy
of
free
in
line
with university values. If a stuthe
problem.
him
with
the
"Well,
here
are
your
USF students showed their
Linda LeC!air, a 20-year-old sopho· dent's values cannot be reconciled to
exact words."
discussion is given a chance, reaunique character of urban sophistithose of the university's, then he 'is _
soned, opinion would result and more, was discovered living off-campus asked to leave, she said.
And so the contest went on.
cation and awareness by having
in an apartment with Peter Behr, a jun· ·
_there would be no need to worry ior at Columbia University.
Student unrest in the area of housing
prepared questions for Antinori
AFI'ER BEING ignored, repeatregulations is just a symptom of the curabout the attitude of the taxpayer.
college
affiliated
Barnard,
a
women's
which showed an intelligent followedly, a Negro student questioned
with Columbia, requires students who do rent upheaval and re-examination ·of the
ing of his campaign.
THE ISSUE of most concern to not reside in the New York area, to re- old moral codes, "the commonly acceptAntinori in depth about the inequalTheir good judgment was evi- ity of education for Negroes iri the students was Antinori's aggres- side in dormitories unless they have a ed ' moral code," according to 'the Board
of Regents' Manual.
dent in their respect for the an- Hillsboro County. Antinori counter- sive stand on the rights of police- live-in job.
Students today are questioning the va.
ing for order. to permit him his
MISS
LECLAIR
and
Behr
complained
ed to the effect that there is no in- men to shoot anyone whom they
right to speak.
that Barnard's housing rules were dis· lidity of the old way. Many are substitutequality in this count~ school sys- think is about to destroy property.
criminatory since Columbia did not place '
THE YOUNG congressional
housing restrictions on its male stu·
any
tem, but if there was • • •
This is just plain repulsive, poli· candidate-proved his "courage" as
dents.
·
On the ·now famous debate on ticking and the students at USF reca politician in facing a student body
A student-faculty judicial councii rec- .
whom a few months earlier he had " pot" at USF, Antinori said his ognized it. Police now have :the ommended that Miss LeC!air be banned
investigated for marijuana. An in- only objection was that it involved -· right, in fact the duty, to enforce from college social activities and dining
terested press corp , followed this
facilities.
a professor in a state-supported uni- the law against violence. :Sut AntiThe council also suggested that Miss
paradoxical situation.
versity in a 'd iscussion which could nori's calling on police to put aside
Peterson
and various college committees
be
interpreted
as
advocating
or
en·
After speaking on two subjects
couraging the use of "pot."
caution and reasonable restraint in revise the regulations to eliminate dison which the students could agree
the matter of takin~ people's lives, crimination and infringement of basic
- draft deferments and a lowering
It should be pointed out to Anti- is blatant expbitation of voters'
human rights.
of the voting age -:- he answered nori that a state ilniversity is per- fears.
HERE AT USF the housing rules are
student questions on open housing,
haps one of the most vital instrunot discriminatory by sex as to who
marijuana, and the right of police ments to investigate social change
This is creating an. issue to re· must live on campus. All students who
to shoot a suspected destructor.
because its membership is drawn move an incumbent.
do not commute from home must live in
university housing or university apI picked up a familiar book, leafed
proved and regulated housing until they
through its pages, and noticed a poem by
are 21.
John Keats, "Endymion," which begins
Women are regulated by hours and
"A thing of beauty is a joy forever ..."
sign-out procedures but the regulations
My
reaction was that this was a very
are governed by the honor system and
good
statement of what beauty is, but on
are not that difficult to get around.
reflection I realized the deficiency in my
It
is
almost
impossible
for
a
girl
to
be
fo1 courage ...understanding about what beauty really
caught staying out all night unless there
is.
is a fire drill You can hear the sighs of
As I closed the book and Keats, I
relief when the one fire drill of the quarwent to the campus to ask the real exter is over.
WEEKEND SIGNOUTS are unlimited perts what they considered beautiful,
what they thought beauty was. Here foland girls ·may sign out to anywhere.
lowing
are some of their responses to the
That means, ostensibly, that they could
of what .they think beauty is.
question
sign out to their boyfriends' apartments.
BEAUTY IS something that strikes
How many students here are living
my eye.
off-campus with a member of the oppoBeauty is the fact that I always have
site sex? Student estimates vary from 25
for another tomorrow.
a
chance
to 50 plus couples. One student claims he
Beauty
is anything in life.
. knows 10 such couples personally.
•
Margar!'!t Fisher, dean of women, - BEAUTY IS being free from the prob·
. p ,says that tJSF operates under the "two- lems of love. - ·
, · roof" theory. This means, she said that' ll _ _Beauty is- the end of school • , • defi·
nitely a beautiful thing.
student's conduct must fit the standards
Beauty is anything that is raw and
of the university in that students do not
live with a member of the opposite sex naked and honest, completely stripped o!
any superficiality.
unless they are married.
BEAUTY IS a soft roll in Argos.
DEAN FISHER said that the universi·
ty does not pretend to police individual
Anything which causes pleasure or
behavior but that it deals with those
happiness or does not cause pain is beau-

-Antinori Vs. Students: Ends In Draw

ANTIN ORI

voice in Congress

Ready, Aim, Fire!
Full And Part-Time Status Must . Be Changed
Part-time students do not have
the privileges of full-time students,
but must pay full-time fees. This is
unjust.
Under the present system a
student can't join a fraternity or
sorority or any other club or organization and cannot work on campus if he is not carrying at least 12
hours. This, apparently is the line
between a full and part-time student, as far as privileges are con·cerned.
AND YET, THE State University Council for Academic Affairs
says, a line has to be established
somewhere when it comes to fees.
It seems illogical that there should

be two lines drawn to define the
same distinction.
This problem is apparently not
the fault of this administration.
The heart of the matter lies with
the Board of Regents. It sets the
fees. Chester Ferguson, chairman,
has said that because of the cost of
running · the University and the
limited amount of outside funds,
the full-time registration fee has
been.set at seven hours.
This is inconsistent with all
other measures of a full-time student, including the Selective Service and the Veterans Administration.
IT WOULD SEEM only fair that

until the Board of Regents adjusts
the fees to the hours required of a
full-time student, that this University lower its . requirements of
hours of a full-time student to
seven, to match the full-time fee,
so that these students be afforded
the privileges they have paid for.
A part-time student is required
to pay $10 per hour. If the line was
drawn at 12 hours, the fees would
balance out.

This situation is unjust and
should be rectified. A delineation
at 12 hours for fees for a full-time
student would seem the best solution.
-

We Learned A Lesson · From AAUP Censure
Our University has come out
victoriously from its six-year-old
censure by the American Association of University, . Professors
'(AAUP). In its short life, USF has
suffered from this severe blow.
The censure, -which involved the
controversial issue of acaciemic
freedom, . came when USF was
only one-year-old. ·It was a time
when favorable publicity was needed to make our name known, but
not the publicity of a censure.
THE FAST THAT USF has
been taken
off
the "black list" and
t
'
its name cleared by AAUP members gives us a feeling of reassurance. This censure was beneficial
to USF, in that we experienced a
lesson of academic freedom that it
·takes other universities yP.ars of
minor incidents to learn.
The censure was also beneficial
to USF because it came at a point
fn its history when there was little
time for our busy campus to seriously consider the importance of
the AAUP decision.
For the past six years, there
has been much construction taking
plac~ new professors coming, aca-

demic pregrams being started and lift the censure will also be made
the enrollment increase surpass- to avoid a second exposure to
ing anticipated figures.
AAUP censures.
PRES. JOHN, ALLEN has alIT HAS BEEN THE normal action of the young during the proc- ready taken a major step toward
ess of growth.
clarification of USF procedures on
A child who falls and scratches - tenure, dismissal and suspension
of faculty members.
his knee . will cry for a little while,
but soon will find himself too occuWe wish· to praise him for this
pied with all those things that are . and for his continuous efforts to
an essential part of the natural clear USF's name with the AAUP
process of growth.
these past years.
That is what happened to USF.
Others who deserve credit are
BUT WE HAVE learned from
Dr. Charles Arnade, first president
the censure, just as children learn, of USF's chapter of the AAUP, who
the hard way. It is a good thing started negotiations for removal of
that we experienced the complica- the censure; Dr. Roger Nichols,
tion at such an early stage in our acting president of the campus
history. It is a fact that learning is chapter, who traveled to Washingeasier for the young.
ton for negotiatons with AAUP
The AAUP censure should. be a
membe:rs; Dr. Hans Juergensen,
lesson to us concerning academic active member of the AAUP chapfreedom and the hiring and dis- ter here who, along with Nichols,
missing of faculty members. The
negotiated with the national AAUP
first censure, although severe be- representatives; and Dr. Maxine
cause of its timing has been done E . Mackay, treasurer of the chapaway with.
ter who somehow found the means
A second censure could really to fund all the travel.
harm our reputation and, conWe are glad that USF's name
sequently, the future recruiting of is clear and hope it will stay that
the same efforts that were made .lb way. Let's be on the lookout.

ing a code of "situation ethics" for the
version, "either it's right or wrong." Students see themselves in a world of tran.
sition, a world where each. situation is
different, where they have to rely on a
value judgment rather than a prescribed
decision.
COLLEGE students are confronted
with a world of hypocrisy, a .world of
war and .the bomb, a W()rld of violence
and crime, and a world where hwnan
relations are strained to the utmost.
They want to find happiness, a happiness that does not seem to be prevalent
among their elders. Many students today
have realized that marriage is not the
"happily ever after" of books, songs and
movies.
They want a good life for themselves,
a meaningful relationship. The high divorce rate is indicative of the many who
fail to achieve this relationship. Some
students want to discover if a person is
the one they will want to be with for·
.ever. They .feel that the best \vay to do
this is to live together before deciding to
get married.
Do universities have the right to regulate this aspect of student life? Some
schools have already relinquished that
right and only time will tell if others fol~
low.

tiful.
Beauty is skinnydipping in an emptY,
bathtub.
THE BEAU'l'IF'UL is also the good
and the functional.
Beauty is communication without ;
words.
'
Beauty is Nixon as a winner.
BEAUTY IS human values and those
who respect them.
Love is beautiful.
Beauty is what you think is beautiful,
what you define as beauty - some people can't see beauty and ugliness.
BEAUTY IS!
Beauty is hugging a tree and watch- ·
ing a turtle sunning himself on a rock. :
Beauty is an· abstract term used to ;
describe that which is emotionally pleas- :
ing.
'
BEAUT.¥ IS loving somebody who ;
you knowloves you back.
".
Beauty is llidefinable.
I have no opinion.
BEAUTY IS the sea right after a
storm, far out at sea.
Beauty is seeing a vending machine
destroyed before your very eyes.
Beauty is a mob reaction against Bob
Brown asking questions about beauty.

Should West!Re-Examine Ideas
Behind Russian Foreign Policy?
By BRIAN BEEDHAM
Foreign Editor of The
Economist
It may soon be necessary to
re-examine all our previous
ideas of what Russian foreign
policy has been aiming at in
the last half-dozen years.
This is a dramatic thing to
say, but it is no more dramatic than the facts warrant: The
truth is that we may have
been guessing wrong about
Russian intentions ever since
1962.
EVER SINCE 1962 it has
been assumed that the crisis
over those missiles in cUba
was a turning point in Russian policy. So it was; but
perhaps not quite in the way
most people have thought.
Most people believe that the
Russians' reaction to the

Cuba crisis was to abandon
the adventurous foreign policy
which had led them to the
brink of war over Cuba. Since
it was patently too dangerous
to go on with, they decided to
drop this "adventurism" in
favor of a policy of coexistence with the United States.
They would devote their
energies instead to the really
important task facing them,
the modernization of the Russian economy. Until 1962 Russian had been outward-looking
and expansionist; after 1962 it
became inward-looking and
passive.
__THE FACT IS that the Cuba
crisis showed that the Russians \vere a superpower ii:t
one sense only - the nuclear
sense. They were no match
for a real superpower like the

United States, with its enormous superiority in mobile
conventional forces, when it
came to a confrontation in a
.distant part of the world.
The logical conclusion for
the Russians to have drawn
from this was that they too
must become a superpower of
the American sort. And this is
precisely what they now seerri
to be trying to do.
They are expanding their
navy. They have built one helicopter-carrier, and are in the
process of building a second.
They have established a fleet
in the Mediterranean, and
have sent a naval squadron on
a trail.blazing trip into the Indian ocean.
THEIR AIR force seems to
be getting 'into the habit of
dropping in on Egyptian air·

fields from which it might
presumably want to operate
in another Middle Eastern crisis.
If these new dispositions
mean what they seem to
mean, the ;relatively passive
policy the Russians ha:ve· been
following for the last few
years ·appears in a new light.
The lesson the Russians
learned from Cuba may not
:have been that they must nev_er try that sort of thing again.
The fascinating thing is that
Kosygin and Brezhnev seem
to have taken the :decision to
have a shot at it. If they have,
our relations with Russia are
going to be a great deal more
delicate in the 1970s than they
mercifully have been during
most of the 1960s.

.
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MOVIE REVIEW

·'Sweet November' Has
·A Few Sour Dates

THE FOX

Reader Raps Movie Review

EDITOR:
First, I wish to congratulate
Newly. She meets her Novem- with her hesitation and allow The Oracle on its AllBy MARIO GARCIA
·ber mate when trying to steal November.to stay.
l\lanaging Editor
American rating.
AT THIS POINT, tragedy
an answer from him while takI am writing in regard to
A woman who shares her ing a driving examination. and comedy converge. DecemWeaver's review of The
Miss
threatened life with a differ- Their friendship starts on a ber arrives full of bags and
ent man every month is the sad note and it ends in an brushing off the snow on his Fox in The Oracle, April 17,
central theme of "Sweet No- ever more dramatic situation. coat. He is a stupid-looking 1968. Does she porport to be a
critic of genre of the film?
vember," Sandy Dennis' latPsychologically, this woman giant, who looks surprised af
IF NOT, then she should not
est film and one where trage- is completely unbelievable. the scene before him: a desdy and comedy walk hand in She refuses to accept that perate man is begging the be reviewing them at all. If
hand.
she's playing with the feelings woman he's to spend the next so, then she should become
aware of certain standard criThe script leaves much to of her 12 monthly mates. Two month with.
be desired in the way of char- of them are seen begging her
She welcomes December teria for the judging of any
work of art.
acterization and dialogue. Miss
Movies are often valid and
Dennis portrays a sick
artistic statements of Man's
woman, who knows she is
xistence and should not be disgoing to die of a disease
missed as mindless creations
which is never described.
of perverted and greedy pro·
SHE DWELLS IN A RARE
ducers and directors, as Miss
setting which fits her personWeaver intimates.
:ility and attitude well. Her
And now to the specific reapartment is a potpourri of
view of The Fox. The very
unusual combinations, painttitle of the article suggests a
ings, propaganda for . a vegeattitude ' toward a
flippant
tarian's movement and an acconcern on the
serious
very
Gllrate file with data pertainpart of Lawrence and of the
ing to the "man of the
filmmakers: "Lawrence's 'The
·
month."
Fox' Shakes Up Traditional
At points in the movie she
Male, Female Roles."
refers to "October" or "JanuAt several points the reary" and quotes what she
viewer alludes .to the theme
wrote about them while they
but she never specifies that
shared her room.
theme. It would be enlightenThis woman's monthly opering to know what she believes
ation runs acceptably well, as
the point · of the film to be.
far as her feelings and inner
Perhaps then such vague, mismost desires are concerned,
leading references as to the
until she meets "November."
masturbation scene not "addSandy Dennis Changes Lovers Monthly
ing anything to the general
NOVEl\IBER HAPPENS to
... in Warner Bros.' 'Sweet November.'
theme" would be clearer.
be a handsome Englishman
DID IT OCCUR to her that
:and top executive of .a New
winter scene, which she
the
newfor
phrase
usual
the
with
their
after
stay
them
let
to
York firm, played by Anthony
month is over, but unsuccess- comers in her 1overs' retreat. feels has . no significance
One wonders if a woman beyond its photographic beaufully. She takes her mates to
OR. A. L. VALADIE, JR,
this could really exist. ty, the allusions to the living
like
ardently,
them
loves
and
bed
OPTOMETRIST
in this picture is good, tree, the barren chickens and
Acting
personof
feeling
no
with
but
Announces the Opening of his
office for the practice of
al attachment. She appears to with Miss Dennis offering fur- the masturbation m ight be reOPTOMETRY
be enjoying, in her own way, ther evidence of her talent. lated to one another?
•t Terrace Plaza Shoppiag Center
Temple Terrace, Fla.
·
Note that they all refer to
the life that is escaping from Newly is more of a comedian
PHONE 988-7439
than he's a dramatic actor barren existence - existence
her.
Office Hours By Appointment
With November, her whole and his serious scenes could without direction, without life,
set of attitudes and reactions be improved a little. His ac- without · fruit. The tree, the
changes. She welcomes the cent contributes to his charac- symbol of life, destroys the
barrenness of the relationship
handsome executive. as her ter.
SUPPOSING ALL of these . between Jill and March.
November partner with the
Miss Weaver seems to feel
same phrase used for all oth- elements failed, the movie
ers: "It's going to be a lovely represents an innovation . in that The Fox is merely an
the true sense of the word. It an exploitation, of growing
month."
what cannot be de- sexual freedom in the arts.
presents
both.
them
FOR
IS
IT
AND
Lawrence is presenting a
What begins as a routinary scribed as a prostitute, but
part of her life as "mistress just a "woman · with prob· contest of wills. These people
are n9t playing socful games.
.,..
··for · ;i' month" turns out to lems." .... ;
The spectator recognizes an They have a powerful and inbring a much · needed love.
And it is this passion, felt for innovation in this movie, a dividually meaningful associathe first time, that leads to a new approach to the art of tions.
The film portrays the viewbeing a mistress. The director
somewhat tragic ending.
November p r o p o s e s to and script writer probably points of their lives - it exmarry her. He becomes des- didn 't intend to create this plains their meaning as
perate when the clock strikes kind of innovation, but they human beings. The dismissal
Soften Your
of March as "the man around
12 Nov. 30 and his "contract" did.
The sweet woman of "Sweet the house" and of Jill as the
expires. This scene is expectSpring .Look
ed to be the conclusion of the November" knows that a day little housewife baking and
See
"guest" home, but it isn't. is too short a time to really reminiscing about "normal
After much thought and medi- · love at one's best. She is intel- girlhood experiences" (?) is
tation, she lets him go to s:ave ligent enough, despite her unexcusable and reflects a
him the suffering she knows psychological troubles, t 0 distinct insensivity to the
will come with her final day. know that extended loving characterizations.
The reviewer's problem is
How far away her death is is soon grows into boredom.
So we come out with the that she does not know how to
. not indicated in the movie.
Beauty Salon & Wig Center
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
The minutes begin to run "perfect mistress." The mis- substantiate a subjective opinBy Appointment 935-1400
away and there's always the tress for 1968. A sweet mis· ion, which it would seem is
the most important discipline
hope that she \vill do away tress for a month.
--------------=-----------=---....:.......:..::......:.....:.:..:.::..::.~-----· to be gained from an academic background.
Perhaps if she had attempted to prove her flagrant and
misleading denegrations, she
would have realized her errors!
BARBARA E. DOYLE
Graduate Teaching Assistant
TERRENCE BROWN
4POL

in not approving Robert Musslewhite as Chief Justice of
the Student Court of Review.
MUSSELWIDTE'S credentials, I felt, were undisputable. His attitude and ideas
toward the office were excellent.
I hope this decision does not
stop Musslewhite from implementing his ideas into action.
As an Associate Justice, he
still has much to say in the
area of Court reforms and
·
Court .procedures.
I hope that those legislators
who v o t e d against Musslewhite listened to the tape of
the in¥estigating committee,
talked personally to Musslewhite, or questioned Scott Barnet on his decision to appoint
Musslewhite.

I B 0 P E THAT th e y
weighed . all of the facts in
their mind before they reach
a vote decision. If not, then I
hope that ihey can forgive
themselves, as Musslewhite so
humbly pardoned them after
his rejection.
Now the burden rests on
Scott Barnett and the Student
Legislature to find a suitable
Chief Justice. But, the greatest btirden will lie with the
next Chief Justice, who, I feel,
must now fill some sizable
credentials.
FRANK WINKLES
4 SPE-POL

Chaos Must End
EDITOR:
Race and integration are
two words that cause confusion in the world.
Black means deprivation of
privilege and rights. White
means purity and authority

over races. These crutches effect that the university seare completely erroneous and curity . officers now possess
irrelevant to the connotation the riot control chemical
of the definition.
spray " MACE. "
It would be very helpful if
There will come a time
when Black and White will , the security office would clear
combine into a mixture of the air, so to speak, by a
togetherness. Dreaming days statement on this issue. The
For the benefit of the entire
and n i g h t s are oversub-conscious is no more in university' community would
existance because of the apa- the Security office lay the rumors of their _possession of
thy among races.
Today Black (by proper def- Mace to rest, or if it' is pos·
inition) means dignity, wis- sessed, when and under what
dom and honor. Finally the circumstances would it be
nation is filled with mass uses?
It woul.d also be helpful to
chaos, prejudice and "unacademical" personalities and at- know if Security has done any
titudes. This chaos must end research on the possible dangerous effects of the chemithrough prayer or violence.
THOl\IAS SNELL cal.
4 EDE
REV. JAl\IES F. KELLER
(ED's Note: Chief of Security, James Garner sa.i.d the .SeEDITOR:
There was recently published and distributed a USF
Young Republican paper
which was offensive to The
Oracle staff and other individuals.
I want to make it clear that
the Hard Charger of April 15,
1968, with one exception, was
written, edited, and published
by one individual. It does not
reflect the opinions of Young
Republicans of South Florida.
We respect the right of anyone to hold and express his
views. However, we do not
·
share these views.
TOl\IMY NELSON
Pres. Young Republicans ·

HENRY'S

Package Store
Slightly used golf balls
30c & 50c ea.
. '
COLDEST BEER
IN TOWN

12309 Nebraska.Ave.
(Just A Little N. of Fowler)
OPEN 10 A.M. • 12 P.M.

Regular -CA

(approved by exe<:ulive board)

••• ··~
••••••
•••••
._. .1•• .,

Is Mace Used?
·EDITOR:
· There are an increasing
number of statements being
circulated on campus to the

AND

BIG CA.

ONLY-

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS
Se\ving and Costume
Supplies
Millinerv and Needle
Point

935-816$:·- .
·Phone
,&_FOWLER
..FLA.!AVE;.
'>.
•
.'
....-·~ .. ;.,·
.
-"
.

'=-
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UC News Hidd·en

in the Oracle May 15

"The Girls Girl Watchers Watch"

0RA..CLE
.,.
_.,,

MAGAZINE

EDITOR:
In The Oracle, April 17, an
editorial was written stating
that the students should get
behind University Activities
and show their support for
and
entertainment
better
facilities.
It is extremely disturbing to
me that in the same issue the
activities of the University
Center were put on the seventh page, not a likely spot .to
gain .t he attention of many
readers, if even a few.
It would seem to me that
for a function to be attended
it first has to be known about
by the students.
As was mentioned in the editorial, much time and effort
goes into the production of
events by the University Center.
Thus, since all the students
of the University are sharing
the cost of the University
Center and its programs, why
not give the students a better
opportunity to know just
what's happening?
WAYNE l\IILLER
Chairman
UC Dance Committee

'A Mistake, SA'
EDITOR:
I am writing this letter, not
because I am vice-president
of the Student Association, but
because I am an informed
student.
I believe that the Student
Legislature made a mistake

'

YR's Apologize

·~ WOMEN
..

curity office does not have
l\IACE. They use t.ear gas, but
only in cases of riots. Garner
said MACE would be used
only if proven safe to humans
and only instead of a weapon.)

John Romain handbags,
a tradition!
Traditionally fine workmanship, fashion
wise, many styles to choose from featuring imported Belgian linen with
mahogany leather trim and brass studs.
Natural color straw bags with mahogany
leather trim. Linen • , . 14.00-27.00;
Straws ... 8.00-20.00. ~Jaas Handbags.
\ Vest Shore Plaza,Dowutown,North Gate

pant-skirts ... it's high
~ear for an active you!
It's the zingiest fashion around the ca~
pus! Saddle-stitched, slash pockets, inverted front and back pleat, cotton,
navy only. 5 to 13 ••• 11.00. Other styles
available in lime, lemon or white, ali
cotton ... 11.00. !vtaas Junior Sportswear
'\iVest Shore Plaza, Downtown, North Gate

--~......-------------------"'!"-i''i-----------------------·e~·------------------~

Heykens, McGary Bat USF
Past Miami Hurricanes 12-1
By JOHN .JOLINSKI
Sports Writer

Brahmans had a 3-1 lead in
the first three innings off Bill

Home runs by Doug Heykens and Larry McGary powered USF to a doubleheader
split with the University of
Miami. The Brahmans won
12-1 after losing the first
·
game 7-3 Saturday.
Heykens had two homers
for the day while collecting
six RBI and McGacy also hit
two homeruns, and picked up
RBI.
Paul Buzzella also had a
homerun, a 400-foot blast in
first inning. The Brahmans
hit five homeruns in the
doubleheader.
MARV SHERZER went the
distance, giving up seven hits
and striking out six, gaining

Lehman, the nation's leading
hurler. They could not hold.
the lead as the Hurricanes
erupted for six runs in the
middle innings and went on to
win 7-3.

his fourth victory against two
defeats. He kept the Hurricane hitters off balance with a
strong fast ball.
The Brahmans scored five
times in the first inning when
Larry McGary singled and
Art Ulmer walked. Ron Huff
drove McGary in with a single
to right, and both runners
scored on Heykens' 420-foot

horner to center. Buzzella
then followed with his fourth
homer of the year, putting
USF ahead 5-0.
USF · went ahead 8-0 in the
third when the Brahmans
loaded the bases with no outs
on a single by Dave Glaize
and walks to McGary and
Ulmer. Huff walked, forcing
in one run. Heykens, facing
reliever Jim Monte, drilled a
double down the left-field line,
scoring McGary and Ulmer.
THE HURRICANES got to
Sherzer for a run in the fourth
on three straight singles after
two were out, but they trailed
8-1.

Photo by 1R!chard Smoot

end in Miami to gain a split for USF. Heykens leads the Brahmans with four- triples
and is second in borne runs with three.

BrahmOn Te·a ms.
·.

'

Season .With Loss
Wenpy Overton started
the Tars with an 8-6, 6-4
win over South Florida's
Chris Koutras. Tish Adams
evened the score with an
s y 6-1, 6-0, ·triumph.
. ea
agains_t Mona Sohallau. .

·.~rovlabout
~

•

f' . .. .

•

:cc:
J '

. .'

·Here's some good advice, fOr
rooster5.who haven't got a roost.
You might n!Jh~ven .blt phJinning
marriage ·at the· .moment But
chances are, it won't be long.
There's ,never going to be a .bet·
ter time to\ start a ,program of
life insurance than now. As a
callege studerit, yi>u'll find rates
at their lowest and with a Policy
Purchase Option a young man
will never have to worry about
one day beComing uninsu~ble.
Just being a PQlicy owner giv~
you som~hing , to crow about

GWENDA ADAMS and
Miss Gattison .p ushed Miss
Blake and Miss Tur.nblacer
hard before losing 6-3, 10-8.
GWE~A
•. ·., doubles loss
• <

"We .feel good .about the
season and this match,"

.Miss Young said she expected Rollins to be USF's
toughest opponent again
next year. The Tars handed the Brahmans both defeats this season and also
dumped USF once last
year.

***

junior college players are
interested in transferring
here · to play tennis. Toni
Barone, who piays No. 1
on the Junior College of
Broward County team, and
Toni Kramer, No. 1 per·
former on Manatee Junior
College's squad, have indicated that ·they want to
play here'.
Miss Barone would enter
here in January and Miss
Kramer i n September,
Miss Young said. Both
would enter as juniors.

By LARRY FRENCH
Correspondent

.

.N•w"V:ork Life Insurance..
• · ... · . Company

. .

. 8875 N, FLA. AVE.

"N~RTHGATE SHO~-~ING_ CENj·

'!!!!'fe

and cut-rate liquors

·u

8448 56th Street
5326 Bush Blvd.
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OUTCAST

41 1 1
3 3 3 O
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3 1 1o

lf you and your boss are mutual irritants, in America you're free to find a
more congenial one. vVe have thou- ;
sands of non-government employers.
But when all industry is natio~alized, '
there's just one employer.
Inevitably, Big Brother assigns you to a
job, a location, even to hcius_ing. And if
you don't like it,.theri:'s 110 plaFe to go,
Govern'?"lent regulation of.. in,~~~~fS ,
one thing: Go.ye~ment ~P,i!~n ~q.£
industry is another. &oth~r step.'iiloser
to Big Brother. Already ·20% ·of U.S.
electric power is produced·by~Federal
ized systems. Some want to replace or
duplicate the facilities of . investorowned utility companies with Federalized systems. The reasons are obscure.
The reason for opposing al)Y enlargement of Federalized electric power is
clear to anvone who wants more than
·
one place t~ go for a job. ·

•
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. MIAMI
ab r h bl
ab r h bl
3 o1O
3 1 2 O Leve If
Glaize 2b
3 O0 0
McGary rl 4 4 3 4 ·Bravo 2b
3 O1 o
2 2 O o PYie cf
Ulmer ss
1 1 1 2 Garvey lb 3 O 1 0
Huff cf
3 OD O
4 1 2 5 Maduro c
Heyk'ns If
4 1 2 1 Stureman 3b 3 o O O
Buz'la 3b
Schen'ger lb .4 O Do Pu skha r rf 3 1 2 O
3 o o o Helmst'er ss 3 o T o
Garci• c
OOO O
4 1 I O Kampf p
Sherver p
1000
1 1 O O Bozeck i p
Miguel 2b
1 O1 1
l O 1 O Napp If
Ritz rf
O OOO
1 O O O Patrvlo p
Jelinski cf
Sleitkov'h ph l o O o
USF

CUT RATE LIQUORS

27 1 7 1
Ttoars
Totals 32 12 12 12
101 100 Q00-3
USF
001 123 OOX-7
M i ami
E-Glalze; DP-USF .
28-Hey kens, Py le; HR-Heykens, Bvzzella, McGary 2•
Ip h r erbbso
1-3 4 5 5 1 0
Kampf CLl
3 1·3 2 3 3 3 3
·
Borzecki
1·3 1 0 0 0 . 0
Monte
5 4 4 1 2
3
Patrv lo
7 1 1 1 6
Sherzer (Wl
7
HBP-Ulmer.

Florida's Electiic Companies - laxpaying._ lnv~s,tor: owned
FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMP.P.NY • GULF POWE.R COMPANY
FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION • T.AMPA ELECTRIC COMPAN't

************* ************* *

P e a c h. e s Bartkowich,
ranked fourth nationally in
singles, has also shown a
mild interest in attending
USF, but Miss Young said
she probably won't transfer from Marymount Col~
lege.

-"It looks as though. we
will have 12 women at the
start next year; and "another four of ·five have. written, . indicating they would
try out for the team," Miss
Young said. ·

;Intramural Track
Begins Thursday
.

TERRACE

33 7 11 6
Tolals
36 3 8 3
Totals
500 302 2-12
USF
000 100 0- 1
Miami
E- Deem, Stefkouich, Garvey.
2B-Huff, Ulmer; HR-Heykens, Gar·
vey; SB~Glaize; S-Gla ize, erave, Leh·
ip
4
1

$8 up
$25 up.
$1.50

abrhbl .................._______________________ ____________.

sr•vo 2b
Gomez 2b
Sl1Jreman Jb
Pyle cf
Jezek rf
Stelkov'h 1b
4 0 0 0 Ga rvey c-lb
Buz'lla 3b
4 0 0 0 Deem ss
Garcia c
Fischer lb 'o l ·o Madura c
2 1 l 0 Napp If
M acki p
0 0 0 0 Lehman
Pivec p
McG arv ph l 0 0 0
1 0 D0
Diaz p
1 00 0
Ritz ph

Macki (L)
Pivec
Diaz
Lehman (W)

USF WENT ahead 2-0 in the
third when Mike Macki singled and moved to second on
Glaize's bunt. He went to
third on a wild pickofff attempt, and scored on a double
by Ulmer.

Next· To Pantry Pride

1b r h bi
4120
Gla lze 2b
40 1D
Brimm cf
4 0l 1
. U lmer ss
4 0 2 1
Huff If
Heyk'ns rt 3 1 l 1

· man.

gled, stole second, and. scored
·on Huff's double off the left.field wall.

MAPE TO ORDER
IALL ITEMS
Phone 877-5983 •

TEMPLE TERRACE

MISS · YOUNG saJd two

•

SEDITA
REGGIE
.
.
· i. 1lC!IUxcha11e Nati11al
a,_lik BuiJdi19
. - '
.229.e.461

USF's top doubles team
lost a crucial match to Rollins 6-2, 6-2. Miss Koutras
and Miss Nelson dropped
that match to Miss Schallau and Miss Overton .
and Jacquie
Tish
Adams pushed the contest
to the final Jnatch as they
defeated Miss Peterson
and Miss Dixon 6-0, 6-4.
That made the score 4-4
. with oiily one doubles
matchlett.

Men's . intramural tr a c k
semifinals \vere set: .to start
Tuesday ·an!l ' will ilontinue
~id8:Y _at 4:?0, p•n_i: ".: ·
USF's baseban :squad, 12,8,
takes OJ:l }ackS.o~~ille at 3
p.m. Frid_~Y , whi~~ the'. men's
tennis team :meetS...· MiamiDade. North. at 6 :30 · p.m. on
ihe·.Andros;court£. ;·. r ..

. :....• ,:-.

"'-~,,.;

f

KATHY BLAKE fought
back, dumping Gwenda
· Adams 6-3, 6-1, and Tina
Turnblacer tied the score
3-3 with a 6-4, 6-4 win over
Debbie Garrison.

• . . good season

South Fldrida ..plays". a baseball tWin bill· Saturday, starting ai: noon aga~ _ Jackson
ville. USF tests Florida ·Presbyterian in the second game,
which should start about 3
p.m.

~

Elesa Nelson, playing -in
the third slot for USF, .
dropped Guiliana Peterson
6-0, 6-0 and Jacquie Adams
downed Rollins' Judy Dixon 3-6, 6-4, 6-4.

MISS YOUNG

Intercollegiate and intramural sports and a golf tournament highlight · Spring Spec. tacular Week on campus.

Brahman coach J oAnne
Young said. "The team
played exceptionally well."

USF's women's tennis
team ended its season Saturday at USF with a 5-4
loss to Rollins . . The Brahmans finished 8-2.

0

***
Sports Top
Week~sSpring~
.Spectacular

BELTS
COME SEE us AT
306 N. DALE.MABRY

IN THE first game, the

USP

The Brahmans scored a run
in the . first when Glaize sin-

$14up1· BILLFOLDS
. $10 up VESTS
$3.50 up HAIRPIECES

BAGS

The Brahmans ·scored twice
more in the last inning on a
single by Sherzer and McGary's second homer.

MIAMI

Tim · Barrett help,e d USF
. Mike Curtin's s e c o n:q
straight 70 led USF's giilf , rajse its record to 9-3 with a
tearri to a ·11-io win over Stet7 · 6-.i, · 6-3 win over Turk; Dan
PerJrjns defeated ·Je5sup 7.5;
son at USF Saturday.
·
Curtin, who ·t led his ·course . 6-0...
The . _vii::tory , -gav~· USF a
r ecord, edged Stetson's Jim ·
Ross for medalist. ·Ross card- chance :at :a.' 12-3 season since
. the ·Brahmans have oriiy three
'
ed a 71.
matches left.
RagRick
South Florida's
Jim Rinehart . d .u m p e d
Bob
while
73
a
shot
nitt
McKenty and Rick Lehman Compton 6-2, 6-2, -. and Mike
both turned in 74's. B,ill, Dy~e- Saine downed Bcioth ' 6-3, 6-3.
man ,.had a 75 and Tom Rob- Brewer handed Bueno .a 6-1,
6-0 loss. ·
ertsbn·shot an 80.
The Win upped USF'. s , mark- ·~- ·:-Bfil;rett- ahd Bre~eJ!· te~ed ·
to"12-9 and gave South F1oir!~ - to defeafTwk and " J~sup 6-2, .
its 11th win in its last_' 13 · .6-4 in di:mble.S while Lafry
match.es. The Brahmans'''fibal Bell and Perkins defeated
match is May il against 'Jack- Compton and ·Booth 6-2, 6-0.
sonville and Tampa at USF.
Howard Wright's 75 was
second for Stetson,- followed
by Roger Pearson'·s 76 and
Keith Stuhler's· 77. :Bo. Perry
. had an 84 and. Brian O'Brien
shot an 88.
South Florida's men's tennis
team , took ; its fifth straight
victory Satw·day, stopping
·Miami-Dade Junior College
South 7-0 at USF.

soAfet~ing to :·_

BUZZELLA
• ·•. fourth homer

.•. two homers

Women Netters ·End

Nab.Two Wins

SAf4DALS

USF added two more runs
in the sixth when McGary
homered aft~r George Miquel
walked.

He.y kens Hits -Two
Brahman outfielder Dong Beykens, hitting
against the Coast Guard, ripped 'Miami pitchers for two homers and a double last week-

Mike Macki, making his
third start of the season,
pitched a strong game for the
first thtee innings, striking
out five, but ran into control

trouble in the fifth.

.

TKE 16-0.

In other action, Sig Ep
A .· thrEie:.day track and field dropped Theta Chi 8-7. Beta 1
meet, scheduled · Thursday- East rolled past Beta 3 East
Saturday, highlights t h i s 17-13, Sugar King . downed
Fontana 8-6, Pi Kappa Alpha
week's intramural activities.
rip~d Sigma Nu 2 31-5, Beta
The shot put and broad
2 East defeat~ Beta 4 West
jump events, plus the prelimi- ·
18-7, and the PE Majors 2
naries in the 440-. and 880-yard
dashes, will_be ThUfSday. The dropped Fontana 4 10-6.
high jump and . preliminaries
Alpha 3 West dumped Alpha
in · the 100- and 220-yard dashWest 2 16-0, Alpha 4 West
4
~s top Fri~ay's action. Events
downed Alpha 4 East· 11-4~
· stai:J: at 4 :15 p.m. both days,
Alpha 4 West 2 clipped Alpha
The finals for the sprints 3 East 7-4, Alpha 1 East de.begin at 10 . a .rn. Sarunlay. feated Alpha ·4 East 2 11-8,
Also scheduled is the 880-yard Beta 4 West 13, Beta 4 East 6,
relay which requires no pre- and Zeta 2, Eta 1.
liminary. · Sigma Alpha EpsiIn tennis, the PE Majors
lon is defending champion.
downed Tuffs 3-0, Eta Beat
IN SOFTBALL, defendii:ig Iota 2-0 and Sigma Nu won '.ts
champion Sigma Nu stopped match 2-0. Other scores were
Lambda Chi 7-3, Sigma Alpha Beta 2 West 3, Beta 1 East O;
Epsilon edged Phi Delta Beta 2 -East 2, Beta 3 West O;
Theta 2-1. Alpha 4 West Alpha 2 West 3, Alpha .3 East
nudged Alpha 2 East 11-10, 0, and Beta 3 East 2, Beta 4
and Kappa Sigma ~ted WestO.

Virginia (1.) and Frank(r.)are:
A-InterviewfnganAfrlcan couple. B. VlsltfngaNfgerlan Vnlvenlty.
. C. Exchanging ideas with Nigeriail University students. .
Actually, VfrglnJa Blaant IJld •
Frank Ogden are clolni.all these
things.As memben of the 500student World Cainpus Afloat..
Chapman College, these two
Arizona college students had the
·opportunity to talk with students
at the University of Ife,lbadaD
(brandl,NlgerlL ·
; Wltb the help of Nllerlall
.students and professors, the Amer.Jeans comParecl nIJalolil, art,
.anthropology,educatlonal systems.
economic develojments, pog~
raphy, drama, music, and dance ot
the two cxnmtrles. This Is the
regular course work aboard Chapman's shipboard campus, the s.s. Ryndam•.
Virgiilia and Frank transferred the credits they earned back to their home colleges,
Arizona State UniverSity and Northern~ Unlversity, and are gQfng on for their.
baccalaureate.degrees. Chapman Ccillege Is CllrreDtly accepting enrollmcD1a for die
.1968-1969 a~demic ~with the World Campus Afloat programo

.
ITINERARIES
Fall 1968: Dep. New York Oct. to for Dublin, London, Copenllagea, Rotterdam, Lllbcm,

Rome,Athens,Haifa,Catanl•,Ba rcelona,Las ~.~,RiodeJanelro,Buenos
Aires, Montevideo, Punta Aret:ias, Santiago, Uma, Acapulco,arrlvJng LosAngeles Ian. 29.
Spring 1969: Dep.J.os Angeles Feb. 3 for Honolulu, Tokyo, Kobe~. Hong Xang, Bangkok,
Kuala Lumpur, Colombo, Bombay, Mombasa, Durban, Cape Town, Dakar, Casablanca,
·
·
· ·
Cadiz,Lisbon,arrivingNewYor kMay27.
·
The coupon below, If completed and malled at once, will provide the first step Jn
. reserving space for your fall 1968 and/or spring 1969 semesters with World CanJP111 Afloat
where you can take full advantage of Chapman Collqe's-unlquetbfee.fear~Jn ·
·
effective feac:htng aboard ship and Jn W!>rld po~

rj-Wc:ridc=;;=Afi;t:;:::=:.---.:::::~i

Chap91an College Oio111& Cotlfotnia n•n
·I
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Musselwhite Out Again
(Continued from Page 1)

"personal intuition."
BARNElT organized an ad
hoc committee ·to investigate
the qualifications of Musselwhite. The committee reported in full to the SA legislature
at the last meeting.
The committee's r e p o r t
made three recommendations:
that Musselwhite should be
reconsidered for the post;
that no committee of this sort
should ever again be formed;
and that decisions of the legislature should be final
The legislature again considered the nomination of
Musselwhite. After an intensive period of questioning, the
legislature voted on the noIDination.

nominations was too dangerous a precedent to allow.

Photo by Anthony Zappone

Rally Round
Tim Gurr, former campus representative of Student Association for The Promotion of Americanism, holds the flag, with
the aiil of & USF coed, that he hopes students and B&y Are& ·

residents will rally round May 1 &t 7 p.m. President Lyndon
Johnson turned down an invit&tion to f.he rally, but other political speakers will be there.

Court Dates Set For Students
By MARILYN l\IlJNYER
Staff Writer

MUSSELWHITE was nominated by SA Pres. Scott Barnett to fill the office of chief
justice that was vacated by J.
Ben Brown. Brown recommended Musselwhite to Barnett.
At the SA legislature meeting of April 11, questioning of
Musselwhite revealed certain
irregularities on t he strength
of which the legislature voted
to disapprove Muddelwhite's
nomination,
When Musselwhite w a s
brought before the legislature,
he was subjected to a rigorous
cross-examination. He was
asked about his experience
and his views on working with
the administration.
According to Representative
Roger Coe, the record showed
that Musselwhite attended
only one meeting out of five
when he was associate justice. Musselwhite denied this,
claiming that he was present
at all the meetings except
one.
SA Pres. Scott Barnett,
however, was not satisfied
that the actions of the legislature were based on anything
more than what he called

Lifted
By AAUP

Sysfem -Eases
Regisfration

TURRE .WAX

that this reconsideration was
establishing a bad precedent
and therefore he would have
to vote against the nomination.
Again the vote to approve
the nomination of Robert
Musselwhite failed to gain a
1:\vo-thirds majority. The vote
was 25 for Musselwhite, ·14
against with only" one abstention.
· ·

SKYWAY

DRIVE IN THEATRE

WED. -THURS. MAY ·l, 2
Rod McDowall
Tues. Weld
"lard love A Dack"
Shirley Maclain• . Dta'I Martfa
COLOR
"What A Way To Go"
Fri. - Sat. May 3, 4
3 COLOR HITS
Peter Fonda
Nancy Sinatra
"The Wild An9elsu
George Scott
. Sue lyoa
"flim Flam Man"
Howard Keel
"WACO"
Sun,·Man.-Tues. May 5, 6, 7
2 Color Hits
Charlton Heston lawr1111c. Ollwler'
"KHARTOUM"
Peter O'Toole Peter Sellers
''WHAT'S NEW PUSSYCAT?"
Adm. 50c - Starts at Dasie

REPRESENTATIVE
MiQUESTIONS pertained to chael Savidge objected to
his term of office as justice as what he described as Woodwell as his plans if installed ward's "attempt to badger
in office.
the younger legislators into
When questioned about his endorsing someone that they
future plans for office, before obviously have doubts about. "
the voting, Musselwhite said,
The crucie.l point, according
"I will be able to extend ini- to Representative Savidge,
tiative in all areas of student was during the second roll
government: student court, call vote when Senator Steve
student affairs, and students . Anderson voted.
rights, including a movement
Anderson, who supported
in the campus position con- Musselwhite originally, stated
cerning this area ."
Musselwhite continued stating he felt there should be a
clariiication of the lege.l position and the power of the
court. He said, "There should
be come guarantee and independence · of power for the
courts. If the administration
doesn't recognize the court
then the court will become
void."
WHEN · ASKED why he
wasn' t attending meetings of
the court, he said the secretary was calling members and
getting a quorum but she was
llCKET MAIL ·ORDERS NOW
failing to Call him.
$2.00 $3.00 $3.75 $4.75
CURTIS HIXON HALL
"Supreme power should be
BOX OFFICE
granted to the court, thus
TAMPA, FLORIDA
making it more of a legal arCHECKS PAYA BLE TO
CU RTI S HIXON HALL
r a n g e m e n t Musselwhite
summarized in his statement
TICKETS ALSO ON SALE AT: All
Sears stores in Tampa, Clearwabefore the legislature.
ter, St. Peters burg and Lakeland,
The vote was 26 for Musseland at Belk-Lindsey al Brittan.
white, 6 against and 11
_a_bs_t_en_t_io_n_s._S_in_c_e_h_e_·_d_id_n_ot_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

on charges of selling marijua- t erfere with my plans."
for admission. Assistant State
na, is still under investigation
Dr. Herbert J. Wunderlich, Attorney Mike Kavouklis is
and her trial date has not vice-president of student af- defending Peck.
A 21-year-old USF senior, been set, according .t o the fairs, said the University has
Gallagher, charged with
arrested April 23 on two State Attorney's office.
not taken any action on this seven other people for possescounts of selling marijuana,
case yet. "The student has sion of ·narcotics, is still atl-' The scheduled c o u r t
will have a preliminary hear·h earing April 24 for Stephen just been picked up on this tending classes at USF.
ing May 14 at 9:30 a.m. before
Dillon Peck has been contin- charge but he hasn't been
Another former USF stu1Justice of the Peace Marion
ued to July 10. Peck, a former proven guilty," said Wunder- dent, arrested on a narcotics
•Hendry.
USF psychology major, was . lich.
charge nearly two years ago
i Joel Villademoros, 4 POL, arrested Jan. 24 on a narcotFollowing a preliminary in- while attendfog USF,
is pres;124 Maxwell St., apprehended ics charge.
vestigation by the University ently serving a ·
three-year
~in his car a few blocks from
Board of Discipline and Ap- term in the state penitentiary.
J" The court hearing for
'-his home, allegedly had the Leo Gallagher, Jr., 3 CBS, has peals, Villademoros will be
;weed in his possession at the
"STUDENTS WILL always
been continued to June 19. given a hearing.
;time of his arrest by a city
want
to .try something new
Gallagher was charged Jan.
THE BOARD, which con- .,.and different," said Wunder: narcotics investigator, police
25 for po$ession of narcotics sists of five students and four
~said.
· following a Dec. 8 investiga- staff members, will make the lich, "however, I think the
; J" The case of Jacqueline
tion by the Tampa Police De- final decision concerning any · newspapers and magazines
sensationalize a great deal on
'..Ann Moore, a former USF partment.
disciplinary action to be taken the subject of narcotics.
-freshman arrested February
Vice Captain Warren Law- against the student.
"Pot isn't ·any more comton said narcotics investigaWunderlich said, "I am ex- . mon at USF than it is on any
tions are continuing by the tremely confident that the use other university
campus," he
(Continued from Page 1)
city's three narcotics investi- of pot by USF students is at commented, "and
I know that
gators and that most arrests its lowest now, and I am sure
it isn't as common here as it gotiated . with the national
are made individually rather the traffic .of it has been cur- used to be:"
AAUP secretary.
than in raids.
tailed."
Several trips to the gover· Villademoros has not been
"I think the arrests of fornor's and chancellor's office
approached by University au- mer USF students charged for
by Arnade were necesssary to
thorities concerning his arrest possessing and selling pot has
precipitate helping to lift the
and is still attending classes. caused many students to
censure.
think twice about their ac"I EXPECT . to graduate tions," he •continued. "And I'd
ALSO CONSIDERED a de.next year," lie. said, "and. I
terminant factor on tlie AAUP
venture .to say that LSD and
1
hope this incident doesn't in- other drugs of that type are
listing is a re-statement of
USF procedures on tenure,
almost nonexistent around
(Continued from Page 1)
· dismissal and suspension of ·
here due to dangers involved
to register on June 10, said faculty made by President
in using these drugs."
Lucas, Since this is tlie only John Allen in the April 26
1\USS MOORE withdrew centralized registration, it .w ill issue of Sunscreen, a weekly
from the University the morn- be the easiest for tl1e student, newsletter published for faculing of her arrest after she al- he said.
ty and staff.
legedly sold some marijuana
In his outiine, President
SPECIAL instructions for
to another USF student.
the decentralized registrations Allen explains how decisions
The 18-year-old former stu- may be found in the course on tenure and notices of nonrenewal are to be carried ciut.
dent has re-applied for admis- schedule,
sion to USF, but has not yet
The first 3-week session or Dismissal procedures for fac18
been accepted.
Term A will be from June 17 to ulty members are divided in
oz.
"Not only must an applicant July 3; the second, Term B, three categorie; due process,
to the University ·b e accepted from July 8 to July 26, and suspension and .notice.
Nichols said . the AAUP
academically, but he must the third, Term C, from July
made
a careful investigation
also be accepted socially," ex- 29 to August 16.
of
USF's
case before the final
plained Wunderlich. "OtherLucas said the $10 late fee
wise, his activities could be for course changes made decision was reached. ProfesTERRACE PLAZA
harmful to other -students with after classes start will be in sors and s tudent leaders
TEMPLE TERRACE
in the university community. effect. He also added that a $1 showed their content upon
charge will be made to any knowing the censure was liftPECK WITHDREW from
Pick up an extra carton today!
USF and has not re-applied seniOf" or graduate students ed.
who lose their packets and to
THE STUDENT Association
to have them replaced.
legislature Thursday endorsed
LUCAS SAID students must the efforts of the campus
follow a specified procedure if AAUP chapter. The SA reso,
they desire to leave the GYM lution submitted for approval
during registration and will of lifting the censure stated
that the SA realized that "the
need to return.
Students should go to the in- AAUP censure of USF was in·
formation table and turn their voked for good and just causcards in. They will then be es, and that substantial efgiven another card to get forts have been made to elim. back intq the registration in11.te these causes."
To the average student who
area.
doesn'
t understand how an
If 's tudents do not follow this
AAUP
censure may affect the
procedure, Lucas said, they
will have to wait at the end of University and its program,
With another quarter comJng to
the line to get back into regis- Dr. Nichols presented his
a conclusion, this is an appropriate
analogy:
tration,
tiine to. offer uur comment con"Being on censure is like
cerning food services for the past
walking around with a black ,
12weeks.
·
eye,'' he said. "How bad it is
Surprisingly, our comment is
for an univer sity, it is not
one of pi-aise for Morrison's crew
ARGOS
known."
ANDROS
·
tor trying to improve the quality of
Food
Food
HE POINTED out that an
, their m~, and
one occasion,
Committee
immediate effect of a censure
Committee
Valentine's Day, going out of their
is in the job market. Many
to please the students.
. wayThe.
prospective professors will not
little candy box on Vaienconsider schools with sanctine's· Day was more than just
candy. It was Morrison's way of
Dr. Walter H. Kruschwitz, tions,
There were nine schools put
telling the students here that they
associate professor of Natural
do care.
·
Sciences, announced a special on censure at the time USF
In other instances, Steak Night,
Space Science Workshop for was, six of them were taken
and Spaghetti Night students wen!
teachers will be this summer off the "black list" at the naalso given VIP treatment. It is
at USF, July 8 to July 26. The tional convention.
riice to know·. that Morrison's is
application deadline has been
willing .to . go the extra mile to
extended from May 6 to June
serve. its clients here. .
14.
We hope that many more imWith an assist from 'NASA,
provements will be made by our
the workshop \vill offer maxifood caterers during Quarter
mum help to teachers on the
Snoopy's Spring has arand in the future.
elementary and secondary rived. As part of Spring Spec· If we base our comment on
level.
tacular Weekend, the dorms
Mortison's "happenings" during
Experts will participate in will be open to the public SunQtiarter II, we m:ay assert that our
.the workshop, including a
day, 2 to 5 p.m.
BIRTHDAY
food services are en route to
1
number of
faculty memRefreshments and guided
' .
achieving top notch standards.
bers and several Air Force tours will be available in Fon'
Reserve officers. The Space- tana Hall.
mobile from Kennedy Space
A contest is being held to
ORACLE MARCH 13, 1968
Center will be available dur- see which dorm can best weling the second week of the come Snoopy's Spring.
Coming LUAU With Entertainment
course.
The following sentence must
Field trips to the Kennedy be completed by way of decoSpace Center, Tampa Interna- ration "Happiness is tional Airport, and MacDill
"
Air Force Base ar e planned.
Prizes will be awarded to
Application to register must first place with the 1:\vo runbe made by May 6. Tuition for nerups receiving honorable
the five quarter hours credit mention ,
is $50. Rooms and meals on ·
Judging will be at 11 a.m.
campus will be available.
Sun~.

Censure

receive the required two.
thirds vote, he was again rejected by tbe legislature.
A MOTION was made to reconsider the nomination. According to the rules of parlimentary procedure, it could
be reconsidered after · all o'f
the other business of the legislature was finished.
When the nomination was
reconsidered , a heated debate
erupted from the floor of · the
legislature.
Senator Michael Woodward
maintained that the abstentions of the newer representatives hurt Musselwhite. "On _
an issue this important it is
ridiculous to abstain," Wood. ward said.

FRIDAY
JONE 7TH.
8:15 P..M.
eoRTIS
HIX0N HALL

...~- -;:/.-:. ·:.
~'

Go 1,600 miles

i ,;'

Honest-toPepsi taste!

PEPSI·
C'O LA

WESTERN AUTO.

On this much gas

Our Praise
Morrison's

Workshop

Deadline
Extended

on

Snoppy's Spring
Starts Sunday

m

;Chocolate

.EASTER
BUNNIES

CAKES

Need We Say Any More!
Food Service from Morrison's

us:r

----------

With this new Honda
This sleek Honda Super 90 delivers an incredible.160 mpg .
on regular gasoline; but economy of operation isn't Honda's
only bag.
Ride any of Honda's 23 models and you can forget high
insurance and maintenance costs. Forget parking
problems too•.
And when you ride Honda you go in style. Every time.
The Honda.Super 90, for instance, combines big bike looks
with easy lightweight handling. Its depenq~ble Honda
four-stroke overhead camshaft engine produces an
impressive 8 bhp @9,500 rpm; speeds up to 65 mph. And
the Sup~r 90 is priced at what you want to pay.
The smooth Honda Super 90. ls there a better way to
go the distance?

HONDA

Now Honda has sold its millionth motorcycle! See your Honda dealer today and get in
on the second million.And forfreecolorbrochureandsafetypamphlet,write: American

Hol]da Motor Co., Inc., Dept.C.12, P.O. Box 50, Gardena, California 90247. ©1968,AHM.
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Anthropo/og·ist Learns Culture
Training .Young Chimp 'Cleo'
.

:By VERONICA LONG
Correspondent
Man only, has culture - a
statement that annoys many.
What is this thing called
"culture" that is · unique to
man alone? Though many definitions have been assigned to
the word "culture" iLis generally agreed as man's ability
to symbolize, whether it's language, music; art, or ._literature. These are man's aesthetic qualities.

.

only side motions with her William O'Harris of Lowry
hands while painting, then she Park, Cleo's home. O'Harris
began using a patting motion, is a former circus animal
which showed her handprint. ,trainer.
This seemed to fascinate · He has reared Cleo since
she was an infant brought
her," Mrs. Kessler said.
Also helping Mrs. Kessler is here from Africa. Cleo weighs

In the· last 10 years, anthropologists have tried to -establish whether man's base for
culture can be found in the
primates behavior, that.of the
ape family. This culture of the
primates is called protoculture.

ters in grooming for the chimpanzee. Chimpanzee grooming
is a form of group activity.
Chimpanzees live in a band.
Grooming has been called instinctive behavior.
"However," Mrs. Kessler
said, "I feel it -is doubtful
grooming is · instinctive, because it seems to be observed
and learned."
Mimicking of others, especially parents, is common in
children. It is true of young
chimpanzees also. It has been
observed in field studies that
some chimps play at nest
building and decorate their
bodies.

Athenaeum· Breakfast
Honors New Members

"I'm doing this for my personal satisfaction and for the
satisfaction of my colleagues.
I believe it is possible that
chimpanzees too have these
aesthetic qualities," Mrs. Kessler said.
Each week Mrs. Kessler
works With Cleo in finger
painting.
.
CLE()

SYMBOLIC BEHAVIOR en-

, GESTURE AND vocalization are two ways chimpanzees communicate. Some
of these have been observed
and recorded during field
studies.- Two arms extended

EVELYN KE ·SSLER, of
USF's Ahthropology Department, is experimenting . with_
Cleo, a 7-year-old chi.mpa·n~
zee.

"INlTIALLY

40 pounds and should reach
100-120 pounds by adulthood.

Cleo And Her ln-structors

used

illustrates the mother image.
Mrs. Kessler has worked
with members of the ape family for years. She has never
had problems of hostility or
aggressiveness with them.
Field studies show that
chimps rarely threaten or attack each other.
Mrs. Kessler's . objective is
to try to understand the -chimpanzee more fully so clues . to
man's basic culture can be
supplied.
·

1,000 Copies Per Day
Macie By USF Copier
Are you .guilty of "copying"? This term is not U.Sed to
-imply cheating, but rather the
revolutionary idea of co_pying,
·called xerography.
Xerography is a . Greek
word meaning_"dry writing."

The Athenaeum,. an honorary organization for women
students, will have a breakfast Friday at 6:45 a.m.
The breakfast will be by invitation for new members. ·
.The process is one_of copying
It will be in the President's without wet paper or chemiDining Room, University Cen- cals. Contrary _to popular beter 264. There will be a .speak- . lief, the ink is not liquid. The
er.
imprint is in powder form

Cake . Baking Sweet Job
For USF's Pastry Chef
.

'

-

USF's cake baking iS done
by Bob Johnson, master
baker and pastry chef. He
creates birthday _and special

Regular.- CA

.

occasion cakes for Morrison's, . Under a new program' startincluding the ones used to ed this year by Morrison's,
ornament the . cafeteria lines Johnson is getting a chance to
during holidays.
use his talents for decorating.
Every morning at · 5.:30 Unknown to the student, his
Johnson is hard at work at parents are sent a notice a
the Andros kitchen baking few days before his birthday .
hundreds of muffins and cake explaining how they can order
. servings that are consumed a birthday cake specially dee- .
orated and delivered to the
by the students daily.
·
student's
room.
Johnson specializes ill cake
In January, the first month
decorating. He has even been
to school for a course, spon- for this plan, less thari two
·dozen cakes were ordered, but
sored by the University of the number was over 100 for
Pittsburgh.
the last month.
IN 20 YE4.RS of baking and ·
Students can also .order decdecoratiµg, Johnson's work orated cakes for special occahas included pastry_ chef at sions by calling William Hunt,
the Old Swiss House in Morrison's r. e p r e s e n t aTap1pa, . a self-owned shop, tive. The cost is from $3.50 for
and · decoratiilg deinqnstration a· round cake to $7·· for a full
for woman's clubs:• He has sheet cake, . the size of those
·been with the University cafe- . the cafeteria dessert servings
teria since November, 1967.
are taken from.

Cleo Works On A Painting

which melts down then dries.
Thanks to Chester Carlson,
a spare-time inventor, copying has become an easy and
speedy process.
IN 1935 HE set out to invent
a machine which would make a
copy of the original with the
push of a button, He invented
11is process in 1938, but had
difficulty getting backers for
his machine. He ~vas turned
down by . both International
Business Machines and Remington Rand, but finally received help from a small
firm, the Haloid Co., \Vhich
later changed its name to
Xerox Corp.
The machines are not only
used by over 500,000 business
offices but also by the government, hospitals, police departments, universities, and other
organizations.

l\ffiS. PHYLLIS Gibson said
that the first machine, a 914
model, was operated manually on a much smaller scale.
The next one, the 720, was
more automatic and faster,
but the newest copier is even
more so. It can turn out 40
copies per minute and is the
fastest Xerox to . date. Mrs.
Gibson said the corporation is
working on a newer and fast·
er machine at the present
time.
·
She estimated that about
1,000 copies are made daily at

a cost of 5 cents per page if Iibrary mat_erials are used and
lO cents for personal materials. This money is applied
towards the rental of the machine.

profit.- The money- ·taken in
does not meet the rental fee
and the costs of supplies and·
personnel. How'ever, the machine does serve its original
purpose which was to discourage the damaging of books
and library materials.
If you are new at USF, or
have not as yet been guilty of
"copying" pay a visit to the
fourth floor of tbe Library, .
Room 407, and take a lo&k ·at
the machine. Other Xerox copiers for public use are in the '
University Center and the
Argos Bookstores.
1--------~--

ffiERLE
noRmAn
Cosmetic Studio
of

. Home the
FREE H-OiiR OF BEAUTY

NORJHGA TE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
ACCORDING TO DR.
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.
Hardaway's office, the maPhone 932·2232
ON THE FOURTH floor of chines are not operated at a
the USF Library, both stu- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _
dents and staff take advantage of the Xerox 240. ·In just
NORTH GATE
a matter of seconds they can
SHOPPING
get good clear copies of term
:.:
CENtER
papers, magazine stories, or
other materials as long as
these .are not forbidden by the
copyright laws.
·
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
The USF machine is rented
For Faculty and Students
from the Xerox Corp., and
-plusmaintained by it. It was
installed last year, and is the
SR 22's filed.
third copier the University
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate
has had in the last four and a
half years.

ALLSTATE

Phone 932-4337

Bob Johnson Is USF's Cake Baker

Audiometrics Set
For Specialists
. USF's Center for Continuing
Education will present a special audiometrics course for
industrial nurses,
doctors,
safety officers, personnel di·
rectors, training officers, and
people in the field of hearing
conservation Saturday and
Sunday.
The two-day course is cosponsored by the Florida West
Coast Association of Industrial Nurses and is endorsed
by the American Industrial
Medicine Association, the Industrial Hygiene Association,
American Speech and Hearing
Association, and the American Association of Industrial
Nurses. · ·
·

and Big CA

-

.

* Completely ne.w and specially designed* Air conditioned throughout!

The course, presented in
University Center 200, will
aim at assisting management
in planning and carrying .out a
protection program in industry, under medical supervision.
Registration fee for the
course is $25, not including
room or meals, which will be
available on campus. Interested persons should call ext.
403 for additional information.

Fields' Film Set
As CTR Event
The last film of the w. c.

..

.1 •

Fields Festival, "Never Give
A Sucker An Even Break,"
will be shown Thursday at 7
p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. A famous comedian
becomes a young girl's guardian and a wild sequence of
events follow. Admission is 25
cents.

In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
. meant to be, you have to take care of
them. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
· prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. .And soaking your contacts in
lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in .
the eye's fluids. That's because
lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant.to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.
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Fraterliities List
Quarter Pledges

~

r•wwt•k1:&t1m:+:&tWJ:1•1~~1W~~~••1. AUTOMOTIVE

Fe.n der guitar, Bulwin custom
case included. $70.. Paul, Beta
Chevy II, 1963 , convertible , ra- 326, E xt. 2367
dio, heater, power steering, $450. - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Harvey Lindenbaum, Alpha 120, · 7. HELP WANTED
Ext. 2301; after 6
College. Soph or Jr. to 'care · for
STUDENT SPECIAL!
2 children (6 and 8) all summer,
1966: Triumph Spitfire. 4 speed, 9 hrs per day, 5 days per week.
red; black uph.· Extra clean. Prefer Ed . major, Spanish
$950:
speaking. Call 988-1277
1962 Falcon Deluxe. 2 door, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
R&H, straight stick, 6 cyl. $550.
9.- 1,.0ST AND FOUND
1961 Falcon Deluxe. 4 door, - - - - - - - - - - R.l'µI, automatic. $450.
- · Left In BUS 206, Tues, Apr. 23.
At
Pair of prescription glasses,
Tiny's Used Cars
light brown frames, white case.
6607 Florida Avenue
Call 988-7422.
·

Fraternities have released
the . names of pledges for
Qua_rter III. They are :
Alpha Tau Omega - Barry
R. Baker, Kevin Bruce, Richard Dodd, · Harold B. Hitchcock, \~7 alton L. Jones III,
Rich ard L o n g, N o r m a n
Marshburn, David Matthies,
C.onner Trent and Jerry Williams.
Delta Tau Delta - Ronald
Albers, David Boyd, Thomas
Cooke, Anthony Kaskey, Rich;
ard · McCullough, D e n n i s
Rehrig, and Ronald Tilton.

233-5361

15. SERVICES OFFERED

3. FOR RENT

-

Rooms for rent in private home. German. Private lessons and
Upper level male students. translations. Native speaker.
Phone 988-4645 or 839-1636
Ruth Fry, Ext. 34'1.
New furnished apartment . near 21. PERSONALS
__E_D
__
fo_r_An_t_h-o3 rent. 2502 Irene. P_O_E_T_R_Y_W_ANT
logy. Include stamped envelope. .,Idlewild Publishers, '543
5; FOR SAL~
Freder1ck, San Francisco, Cali.1
fornla 94117.
'68 Harley, 250 SS. Leavmg coun- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - try, must sell. Brand new - less ·
~~~~~r~~ ~~~.

~~~:l:.n;~·,,~~.:b

Regular· CA

GUd-

In fraternities Tau Epsilon
Phi led the roll with a 2.66,
while Lambda Chi Alpha
brothers lea· with a 2.69. Tau
Epsilon Plii's pledges led the
initiates with a 2.5.

'.
'

Photo bY Richard Smoot

working ·with the underpriviledged children in St. Petersburg.
Tau Epsilon Phi attained
the highest GPR of any group
on camp!is last quarter with

a

2.65.

Fraternity and Sorority academic rankings fgr Quarter II
have .been released. Kappa Delta's ·overall rating
for .sisters and pledges g; 2.7.
Chi Omega led the sisters
with a 2.8 while Tri Chi's
pledges had a 2.6. .

and Big CA

Alpha Tau Omega brothers gathered at Las Novedades restaurant last weeli to celebrate their fraternity's Founders'
Day. Fi-om left, !\fare Gaines and right, Lucy Perry, Barba,ra
Wendling, Da.ve McMullen, Cindy Blumenfeld, Dave Schutt,
Janice Dudney and Richard Long.
·

Needy Children
Kapa Delta
Tops Aca~emic
Honor Roll

l

· ATO's Celebrate Founders' Day

Ffaternity Aids

Projects for Tau Epsilon
Phi this . quarter include
pledges working at the Choice
'68 tables April 24, and a combined pledge-brother project

i.

KAPfA SIGMA -

The hr.others will also be
working with the Interfraternal Council in conducting surveys and questionaires in
Tampa's slum areas in
connection with the building
of a model city.
Saturday's was Founder's
Day celebration for the fraternity. The group celebrated
with a banquet at Port-o-Call
in St. Petersburg. Awa!'ds
were given to Best Brother:
Bill Katz, 3CBS, Hardest
worker: Ken Kitchen , 2CBS,
and Most Athletic: Pete Allotta: 3CBS. The naines of Little
Sisters were announced at
this time.

USF Fraternity Social·
·Sigma Phi Epsilon brothe~s had a social with Tri Chi sorority
April 20. Here two brothers, Bill Kalbas, 3SPE, and Stan
B_lank, 4EGR, socialize nith a future Tri Chi?

Library Adds
""!";:.-

~

.,

.

STUDENTS:
_You can sign Cl
contract for full residence
in beautiful ·FONTANA HALL.
.

~·

.:-;;· .

~·

•

New Shelves

ATTENTION ':ALL'
.

-

'

Visit our model and apply today!
1

..
Books are crowding out students in the Library.
Mary Lou Harkness, director, said the Library is adding
new shelves for the continually increasing number of
books.
To make room for the
· shelves, the Library had to replace tables on the third and
fourth floors with individual
study desks. "It is going to
cut down on seating space,"
Mrs. . Harkness said. "We
hope the students unde.r stand
it is necessary."
With an average growth of
2,500 volumes each month, the
Library has to add book
stacks to shelve the volumes.
Students will have to find
other places to study, perhaps
making better use of the first
floor reference area, Mrs.
Harkness said.
She also said a new research library building is
being. planned, but appropriations have not yet been made
for it.

Requirements
To Affect CPA
· Candidates

Fontana Hall
932-4391

Learn the art of lovelier eyes ••• and your whole face lights
up with new beauty. At- this complimentary eye make-up
you will receive indiviaual instrilctions in such things as:.
Basic eye beauty care
How. to use eye liner
How to use eye shadow ... fiuid. stick, brush-on
Selecting the prettiest eye shadow shades for yoti
How to make your eyes look 'larger or wider
How to erase dark circles, "lift up" your eyes
How to use new white eye make-up
All about false eyelashes

Requirements for licensing
in Florida as a Certified Pu~
lie Accountant (CPA) will be
increased May 7.
Gene McClung, associate
professor of Accounting, said
the new requfrements for licensing, include a bachelor's
degree plus · another year of
college study primarily in the
accounting field, or one year
of working experience in t.he
office of a licensed CPA.
The new requirements will
affect nearly all students in
the College of Business Administration. These students
comprise about 8 per cent of
the University s t u d e n t s,
McClung said.

I

This complete eye make-up lesson by a beauty expert,
is free of charge, by appointment only. Ca11 now and
make your reservation for more beautiful eyes.

Centers Change
Fine Policies

ffiERLE noRmAn cosmer1c STUDIO

USF's Instructional Materials Center and the Southeastern Materials Center have
changed their policies concerning overdue fines and replacement cha rges for lost or
damaged materials . .
Overdue fines are 25 cents
per item and the maximum
fine is $5. Replacement charges are $2 plus the cost of the
replaceinent copy.

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTE.R MALL
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
TAMPA. FLORIDA 33604
PHONE 932-2232

Bruce
Boerner, Dan W. Hamlin,
Gregory P. Poston, Rodger D.
Powell and Jake Sherrick.
Lambda Chi Alpha - Wes
Berty, David Faircloth, Robert Fitzpatrick, Robert Jackson, Joseph Lester, Michael
McNamara, Scott Peeler Jr.,
John Rowland and Michael
Tramontano.
Phi Delta Theta :- John
Belford, David Glaize, Richard Greenlee, Bill Lang, E.
Kent Langworthy, John Mar·'
'riott, Charles E. Mendez Jr.,
Timothy M. Mohan, Frederick
G. Peick, Jay Pierce, Bill
Sedgewick, Eugene Smith,
Alan J. Thompson and Jerry
Zagarri.

Baillargeon, Arthur Carlson,
Charles Farwell, Allen Rotsyth Jr.; George Hudock, Rob·
ert Jones, Charles
May,
J ames Pace, Douglas Painter,
William Rafferty, V an c e
Shrum, James Soltis anci
Cha,rles Wagn.er.
Theta Chi - Mark Butler,
Tom Condron, Edward Lawrence Jr. , Gregory W. Moorefield, Norman Stewart and
Clifford Thaell.

Young Men of Action
to Become
Tomorrow's Leaders!

Zeta Beta Tau - Fredric
Kirsch, Robert Lazer, Eugene
Pugh and Harvey Schonbrun.

CONTACT:
NORTH HILLSBOROUGH

Alpha · Phi Omega service
fraternity - Charles Snyder,
Tom Jimenez, Roger Saunders, Charles Brown, Powell
Gewurz, 0 s c a r Ros and
Mario Garcia.

JAYCEES
Tele. 935-7891
935-5806
935-8206

LET US
·SERVE
YOU
THE
PIZZA'S
PIZZA

PI KAPPA ALPHA - Terry
Brazel, Robert C 1 a r k, Rod
Clrymer, Dennis Dawson,
Mark Hupman, James Jordan, Steve McFarland, Frederick Miller, Jack Pribyl and
Stephen Quina.
Sigma Alpha ' Epsilon . Louis M. Arab, James Gregory, Michael Johnson, Stewart
A. Marshall III, William G.
Osborne· and Thomas F. Zimorski.
Signa Nu - Curtis, Adolphson, Gary · Brown, Jeffery
Dinkel, James Farr, Steve
Goeser, John Greer Jr., Carl
Mullis Jr., Briam Stehli and
John Robertson.
TAU EPSILON Ph.i Harry Albertson, B a r r y
Baumstein, Marc Bietz, Robert Bozak, Michael Cohen,
Gary Gostel, Kenneth Kay,
William Moriarty Jr., Larry
Queen, Adam Rabiiiourtz,
Herbert Schainholtz, David
Schumer, Steven Schwartz, ·
Stephen Segall, Dennis Skop,
Johnathan Ta n n er, John
Walker and Mather Zimmerman.
Tau Kappa Epsilon - Jerry

WANTED!

I

PIZZA HUT
Also Serving The
Finest Domestic and
Imported Beverages

·,

Three Convenient Locations

8426 N. Florida Phone 935-0512
3405 E. Hillsborough-Ph. 238-1212
716 N. Dale Mabry· Ph. 877-1912
'

Did You Get Yours?

SOUTH
FLORIDA
REVI
Sixty-two pages of reading enjoyment

Now On Sale
AT

U. C. B_OOKSTORE

ONLY
$JOO

off-campUS

2s~

plus
tax

(Postage Paid)

AVAILABLE IN U. C. BOOKSTORE
'.lo ,

.. v.·

~

Vi~ginia

Trip Turns
To Tour For 'Children'
Maxine Kam in, assistant fine arts ed i-

tor, accompa nied " Twil ights Children" on
a singing tour through Virg inia Apri l 1822. The " Children" include Ell en Methvin,
2CB , Joseph John D' Espos ifo, 3CB, a nd
Robert Preston Stoner, lCB . They are
by John English , guitarist-com-

headed

poser, JCS.

Ben Hook Cradles Colleen Dunn

'Horizon' Going Up
"Beyond · The Horizon,"
Theatre USF's presentation of
Eugene O'Neill's PulitzerPrize-Winning play, will open .
May 9 and run for six performances.
"Beyond The Horizon" was
O'Neill's first successful play.
Saul Zachary, playwright-

their first performance at the
"Press Club." It hardly gave
them a chance to clean-up.
Food, lodging, and gracious
hospitality was provided by
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon B. English, John's parents.

"Twilights Children," . the
folk-rock group who appeared
at the University Center's
AT THE "Press Club," the
Second Annual Casino, recent- ' group performed without mi·
ly toured Virginia and left the crophones since there -, were
coffee houses they performed none available. Despite that
at clamoring for "more!"
handicap, the owner of the
The trip, planned on the spur club handed them a note upon
of the moment, resulted in the completion of their set:
several. tour engagements for
"Hello! You are a real
the summer.
great group! Delightful Various businessmen of- Hope you don-'t sing to a
fered to subsidize future re- group of drinking people - it
cording session. The group is wasted . talent on most of
plans to release a record. with- them but many of us do really
in the next few months.
appreciate you. We love you
MAKING THE trip in 16 and your effort to really conhours , the Children were tribute to our &\eat country.
greeted in Richmond by their Love! "
Virgi'lia manager, Barcley
Their next engagement was
Lattimer, who immediately at "Grant's Tomb," a coffee
presented them with their house in downtown Richmond.
agenda for the weekend.
The place was done in the
The schedule ·showed three usual coffee h o u s e manner
. engagements for that evening dark lighting and small wood- with only four hours before en tables. The atmosphere

15950

TERMS

EASY 10 OPERATE

Select Now· Budget Jems

tour ca1ar film·cleserves

BUT AS soon as they got on
stage, the audience was electrified by their high-spirited
style and enthusiasm. They
were called back for an encore and for another, but they
had to leave for their third en"
gagement at the Black Cat, a
loc<fl nightclub.
At the "Bla{!k Cat," they
were introduced as "guest
performers." A rock band had
previously sung and a jazz
singer was to follow the Children.
Saturday evening only one
performance was scheduled.
"The Folk Ghetto" in Norfolk
was the group's last Virginia
booking.
IT WAS A long drive to Norfolk, but the audience response was "well worth the
stiff backs and sore . . . " Joseph John admitted.
"You woke the place up, "
one of the owners smiled, and
. wake the pl~ce up, they _did.

in-residence, is directing. This
will be the first O'Neill play
to be pr esented at USF. .
The cast includes: Beyerly
Crust, Colleen Dunn, James
Ben Hooks, Robert Gelinas,
Doug Kaye, Donald Moyer,
Ralph Ragan, Ed Thompson,
Carol Belt and Kirsten Wilson.

10-May l, 1968, U. of South Florida

The youngest member of
the cast is seven-year-old Colleen Dunn. Daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Dunn, she
plays Mary and appears in
.the second act. Her. ·mother
said that she is absolutely
thrilled with the idea. She also
takes ballet lessons.

FAST Fl.8 LENS
FULLY AUTOMATIC
. SPECIA~

was rather tranquil before the
Children appeared.

Running on stage, shaking a
tamborine, they began by
singing "Smile on Your Brother. " They · ended their 30minute frolic with "Walrus,"
then started to leave. The tremendous explosion of applause and s c r e a m s of
"more!." held them to do an
encore.
"FAT DADDY," noted folkguitarist, w a s astounded.
"Fantastic m a n, fantastic
'. . . you guys really h a v e
· it," he kept repeating.

· Colleen ,landed the part
after a talk with Zachary.' Her
father was in Zachary's re:cent production, "The Color of
Heat"

Sunday evening Twilights
Children left Virginia - but
only for a while.
They are making Richmond
home base for their East
Coast tour_

Costumes have been designed by Russell G. · Whaley,
producer, scenic design by
William A. Lorenzen, and
lighting by Eldon J . . Mecham.

TH.E TOUR will start in
Miami and continue up
through Atlanta, Charleston,
Richmpnd and surrounding
area, Washington, Baltimore,
New York and Boston. ·

For ticket information or
reservations,
contact · USF
Theatre. Box Office, ext 323.

"If our little trip was any
indication of what our professional lives will be like, we're
going to )Je very happy together," ,Joseph .John said. "I only
hope it lasts;". he added_

PROCESSING BY

From the looks nf things,
I'm sure it will.

Kodak

r-----.
--,1
I
FROM

I· .KODACOLOR I G·ERMANY'S
: ·COLOR : FINER CAR
I PRINTS I
DAVE HEINZ
I
I

19c I
L~~---·-.J
I

IMPORTS INC.
== eo=t? '

TERRACE
CAMERA SHOP

3652 Cypress Tampa, Fla,

Ph. 872-8459

Temple Terrace Plaza

Do~ble
Photo by Richard Smoot

Johnson, Curry In · 'Bear'
Two weeks ago, the Readers Theatre Guild presented
"The Da.ncing Bear," a program of the poetry of Theodore Raethke. Jill Johnson, Ted Curry, Verson Keiser;
Bruce Burris, Joseph Nunez, and .Janet Findling comprised the .cast. This week finds the group doing "A
Phoenix Too Frequent." It's in the wind that "Snow
White" may be making her way into the coffee house
shortly.
·

Galati·Directs
Coffee House
-At 2In ENA
The Readers Theatre Guild
\vill present "A Phoenix Too
Frequent" today at 2 p.m. in .
the Engineering Auditorium.

PIZZA

;'Carry-Out & Dine-In"

Phone and your order will be ready in MINUTES

988-1213
I

HOURS: 11 A.M. - 12 Midnight Sun.-lhurs.
11 A.M•.;- 1A.M. Fri. & Sat.

Specializing in:

P.IZZA-SPAGHETTl-RAVIOLI
And Large Variety of Sandwiches

Just A"Hop, Skip and Jump" from USF Campus
on Busch Blvd. at 42nd Street.

The Speech Department
production is by Christopher
Fry, a living and mostly byracial verse dramatist. It's all
about owls, knees (knees?),
tombs, flowers, wine, gods,
Dynamane, wine, death, love
(ah, love!) , wine and Dotto.

Bill

Photo by T. R. Letton

Children: D'Esposito, English, Methvin, Stoner

Alwin, Nikolais To He.ad
Dance-Theatre Program
Alwin Nikolais, creator of work, in which the dancers
an unusual dance theatre of were shown in relation to such
motion, color, sound and light, props as discs, poles, and
will head a Dance - Theatre capes, was "wonderfully fresh
program at USF June 10 and original" (to quote John
through July 6, in conjunction Martin ).
with the new Florida Center
OTHER CRITICS w e r e
for the Arts.
alarmed at what they fancied
Developed through the aid was "dehumanization" in Niof the Rockefeller Foundation, kolais' choreography.
The following years resulted
the program includes a three
week workshop for select stu- in one grant after another, indents from the Southeast. He cluding a Guggenheim Fellowwill present new choreogra- ship which made possible two
phy to be. created and pre- productions: "Galaxy" (1965)
and "Vaudeville of the Ele,
miered at USF.
ments" (1966).
~ance Magazine says of NiNikolais' " clear thinking,
kolais: "Teacher, choreographer, magician of color, light f o r w a r d - looking activities
and sound. He has created an have led him into other areas,
exuberant kinetic th e a t r e too," sa id Dance Magazine. In
form and the skilled dancers 1967 he was ele ct~ d president
bring it to life. In the Henry of the Association of AmeriStreet Playhouse he has also can Dance Companies, and
established a new home for also was appointed a member
dance and enthusiastic audi- of the New York state Council
· on the Arts by Governor Nelences to fill it"
BORN 56 YEARS ago of son A. Rockefeller. He is also
Russian-German parentage in a member of the Institute of
Connecticut, he accompanied International Education and
silent movies as a teenager
until talkies put him out of a
job. To this day, Nikolais
maintains that his experiences helped d e v e 1 o p his
acute sensitivity to ·. gesture
and mood.
In 1956, he c r e a t e d ·
"Prism," which investigated
op art light techniques by isolating parts of the dancers'
469 2nd Ave. No.
bodies with light projections.
St~Petersburg
1956 also premiered his
1546 S. Dale Mabry
255-6681 •
"Kaleidoscope" at H e n r y
Street and also was shown at
C~ttr
a.~
the American Dance Festival,
where it provoked real controversy. To some viewers his

consultant for the United
States Office of Education's
Arts Program.

ffiERLE
noRmRn
Cosmetic Studio

Uk~·

Home of the
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
Phone 932-2232

the best laid plans
••• still take time to hatch. Start
bui lding your future now, with
a sound life insurance program.
Why nowl Your premiums are
lowe r and your cash value has
longer· to build. The reward is
to the bold, never the chicken.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
MILWAUKEE

N-M--L-,1

There ~ ~ differ<!nce •••
'-·------'·and the difference g~

'""j

J~;°i t;J.~.1

Slated For
Kiva ·show
"Theatre of the Soul/' the
first monodrama ever writ·
ten , by Nikolai Yevreinov,
will be presented by the USF
iE xperimental Theatre Mon'day at 2 p.m. in the Kiva.
The play is concerned with
the workings of a man's
mind. The setting is within
the mind itself, a concept to
which the atmosphere of the
Kiva lends itself.

I

ALAN KAY
3315 Hen'derson Blvd,
Phone 872-7927

We've
got sometliing
to glow about•••
EVERYTHING IT TAKES TO,_
MAKE A BEAUTIFUL FACE-

John Grece will direct the
cast including: Frahk Morse,
Doug Kaye ; John M. Cham-,1\
berlin IV, Bob Diaz, Sharontf
Conger, Cherry Mclntyre, g:
Linda Priester, Sue Lunny]i
: %~
and Bill Lupole.
&1
l::-~

""

On the same program wu iJ
be "Chic Blind_ Mouse/' a ~i
short theatre piece wntten, m
performed and directed by[©
Carlton Williams.
#]
&.l

Both productions will use @)
special lighting ~nd musicalfJ
effects.

;1

The Phoenix of course is the
famed fowl who flies from his
own ashes. In the play he appears in the person of one
newly widowed Dynamane
(Pam Dameron), a girl with a
moist smile and brilliant eyes.

Student Art
Show Opens

She is attended by her ser
vant Dotto (Karen Spadacene)
and bound for Hades on a hungry journey 'to find her lost
husband in death.

The Annual USF Art Stu·
dent Show opens in the Fine
Arts Humanities Gallery and
the Theatre Gallery Friday,
and will run through May 31.

Enter Tegeus (Robert Preston Stoner) , himself guarding
six bodies 'hanging around' at
the corner of the night, and a
Classic little drama about a
well of life bubbling in the bottom of a damp tomb begins to
deliciously unfold.

Select works of painti ng,
prints, sculpture, and pottery
will be chosen by art professors for the show. Ja.mes
Camp, curator of galleries,
will make the final choice. A
portion of the works will be
for sale.

~~~;1~~~1111~~i~l!:liiil-~1 ~W;e~couldn't.he

more

pleased! Now we've got all the

Revlon cosmetics you've been asking for!

All the fabulous Revlon shades for lips
and)in.~ertips. All the pretty-making
Revlon makeups and skin treatments.
Revlon care for your: hair. Revlon.
luxuries for your bath: How
pretty can you get? Come

I to? {(fo l . in today and see!

USF BOOKSTORE
and

CAMPUS SHOPS

